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ABSTRACT 
 
 

As man’s curiosity for deep space exploration increases, so does the demand for long 
duration space systems.  To be able to explore deeper into space, a system is required in 
which little or no fuel is required for propulsion.  Solar sails met this challenge by using 
solar photon momentum exchange for propulsion.  Solar sails are large gossamer 
structures spanning as long as three football fields in width and length, but only microns 
in thickness.  The main photon catching structure is constructed of thin polymeric 
membranes, which are quite susceptible to damage.  Other applications for these 
polymeric membranes include flex circuits, and thermal control membranes.  The tearing 
behaviors of these materials are vital in the design of these structures.  In this study, the 
tear behaviors of two popular thin polymeric materials used in the space industry are 
explored; biaxially-oriented polyethylene terephthalate (Mylar) and Kapton.   

Tearing properties for the Mylar were experimentally determined using essential 
work of fracture methodology.  Experiments were performed on DENT specimens with 
varying ligament lengths, and on three different thicknesses of Mylar:  25.4 µm (1 mil), 
50.8 µm (2 mil), and 76.2 µm (3 mil).  Specific essential work of fracture values were 
determined to be 37.027 kJ/m2

, 36.974 kJ/m2, 36.853 kJ/m2 for the 25.4 µm, 50.8 µm, 
and 76.2 µm thick Mylar specimens, respectively.  The specific essential work of fracture 
values were nearly identical for the three separate thicknesses, and therefore can be 
concluded that it is indeed a material property of the Mylar itself.   

Using biology as inspiration, the possibilities of self-healing in both the Mylar and 
Kapton are also analyzed.  Analysis of the possibilities of self-healing was studied using 
an ultrasonic transducer.  Specimens with an initial crack were created and strain or 
fracture energy values computed with and without healing.  The Mylar’s ability to resist 
tearing increased as much as 1300% in the healed specimens, and likewise as much as 
950% increase for the Kapton.  Tear tests were also performed at sub-zero temperatures 
to analyze the effects at space equivalent temperatures.       
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 Imagine yourself setting up your living room on Super Bowl Sunday.  The 

chicken wings are in the oven, the soda and beer in the fridge chilling, and the endless 

bags of chips with their accompanying dips all strewn about on the kitchen table.  You 

pick up one of the bags of chips to pour its contents into a bowl for easy access during the 

big game, and you find yourself struggling trying to open the Mylar bag.  You tug and 

pull on the bag, knowing that this method always results in a catastrophic failure of the 

bag, and not to mention all your delicious chips blanketing the living room floor.  Then 

you remember the trick your mother taught you as a child:  place the corner of the bag in 

your teeth, and with your hands tear the bag.  The extremely tough bag, when 

undamaged, is very resilient to failure, but when the smallest crack or tear is induced, the 

bag can be torn with little to no effort.  This simple idea behind the tear properties of thin 

polymeric membrane materials is possibly the most important, but little understood 

principle in the design of thin membrane structures. 

Thin polymeric membranes are being explored ever more in engineering design 

due to the ongoing demand for lighter, more fuel efficient structures.  Currently, the main 

field in which these lightweight, thin structures are being designed, studied, and even 

implemented is in space applications.  Specific applications for these thin polymeric 

structures are solar sails (see Figure 1), high altitude balloons, flex circuits, thermal 

control membranes, etc.      
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Figure 1:  NASA Solar Sail Constructed from Metalized Mylar [1] 

 
 The objective of the present study was twofold.  First was to investigate the tear 

properties of thin polymeric membranes (Mylar and Kapton) by performing various lab 

experiments and material studies.  The experiments were performed to characterize 

material properties for thin polymeric membranes when damaged, which were then 

compared to properties of undamaged, virgin samples.  This characterization can then 

lead to a better understanding of the tear properties and behaviors of these materials for 

design purposes.  Mechanical and material properties examined included tear energy or 

fracture toughness, strain rate dependence, effects of wrinkling, among others.  

The improved understanding of membrane tearing was then applied to structures 

designed for space.  When these structures are sent into space they are exposed to a 

variety of harsh elements that they must withstand, whether it is the sub-zero 

temperatures, damage from micrometeorites, radiation embrittlement, etc.  Damage in a 
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space structure can quickly end a mission, so better understanding of material behavior is 

critically needed.  An example of a damaged membrane can be seen in Figure 2.  This 

picture displays two astronauts analyzing the Hubble Space Telescope after the external 

insulation had been damaged by a micrometeorite.  The insulation includes a thin 

polymer membrane such as Kapton. 

        

 

Figure 2:  Damaged Hubble Space Telescope [2] 

 
The second objective was then to use this improved understanding of membrane 

tearing in the following applications:   

1. Self-Healing 

2. Biological Tearing 

3. FEA Modeling 

 The idea of creating self-healing structures is on ongoing field of study.  The idea 

behind self-healing is motivated from biology-inspired engineering, in which a structure 
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has the ability to heal itself when damaged like many structures already designed by 

Mother Nature.  For most space missions, human repair is nearly impossibly if these 

structures are damaged.  Therefore, the idea of creating a structure that has the ability to 

repair itself when damaged is a very important topic. 

 The same ideas and experimental techniques used to derive material properties for 

these thin polymeric materials can be expanded into deriving tearing properties and 

behaviors in biological membranes.  A better understanding of how biological 

membranes behave in tearing is important in the bio-medical field.  An area in the bio-

medical field in which this idea is important is in sutures.  Biological tissue has the ability 

to self-heal, and therefore can also be tied back to the idea self-healing structures as well.    

Finite element modeling is an important tool in design because it allows for the 

prediction of failure in structures before they are ever manufactured.  The material 

properties derived from experimental data can be directly input into the models for 

accurate, real life representations of these structures [3].  Then by applying the real life 

loading and boundary conditions to these models, the failure modes can be explored.   
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BACKGROUND & LITERATURE REVIEW 

Fracture Mechanics 

 
 

Looking back at the Mylar chip bag scenario, we ask ourselves “why did that 

extremely tough chip bag open so easily when there was the slightest tear in the corner?”  

By inducing the slight tear in the bag, the chip bag could be torn with ease, whereas 

before the tear, the bag was extremely tough and difficult to open.  This phenomena is 

explained not by the fact that mothers do in fact know everything, but rather that the real 

answer lies somewhere behind the idea of fracture mechanics.  

 Fracture mechanics has been used for many years in designing, understanding, 

investigating, and characterizing a material’s ability to resist fracture.  Linear elastic 

fracture mechanics (LEFM) was initially developed during World War I to help explain 

failure of brittle materials.  A prime example of brittle failure was the failure of the SS 

Schenectady, a T2-SE-A1 tanker built during World War II.  After returning from a long 

trip out at sea, the SS Schenectady’s hull cracked nearly in half while it had been docked, 

which can be seen in Figure 3.  The hull was constructed of steel, a fairly ductile and 

tough material at standard operating conditions.  When the ship had been subjected to 

cold air and water temperatures, the material had crossed the ductile-brittle temperature 

threshold.  After the ship’s journey, a crack had developed in the hull due to some 

existing flaw in the material.  Due to the large stress raiser located around the crack tip, 

the strength of the material was exceeded; the crack catastrophically propagated and 

nearly tore the ship in two.       
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Figure 3:  Image of the Catastrophic Brittle Failure of the SS Schenectady after a Trip out 
to Sea [4] 

 
 LEFM was brought about to study cases such as these and to prevent the improper 

design of certain structures by adding yet another constraint into the design process.  

LEFM is a powerful tool in the design world, but does not apply to all materials or 

situations.   For LEFM to be valid, certain standards, e.g. ASTM D5045 [5] are required.  

Three basic standards required for LEFM are that specimens are thick enough to satisfy a 

plane-strain condition, non-linearity does not reduce the slope of the load-displacement 

curves by more than 5%, and that the extension of the plastic zone is small with respect to 

the overall specimen size.  Because thin polymeric membranes transfer loading through a 

plane-stress condition, and due to the large plastic zone that is created at the crack tip, 

LEFM conditions are not satisfied, and therefore LEFM is inadequate for studying 

fracture toughness of thin ductile polymers.  

There are various methods used to explore the fracture mechanics of a ductile 

material outside of the realm of LEFM.  One is the J-integral method, and the second is 
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the essential work of fracture method (EWF).  The J-integral method defines a way to 

calculate the strain energy release rate in the material.  This method was shown that 

critical fracture properties for a ductile material could be calculated when LEFM 

assumptions were invalid.  This method is extremely effective in deriving energy values 

for fracture in a ductile material, but is not the method explored in this particular study.  

To derive material properties experimentally using the J-integral method, one must 

observe the instantaneous or incremental crack growth per incremental energy release 

value.  To do this, a very tiny grid with known spacing values is drawn on the test 

specimen, and as the crack propagates, the incremental propagation distance is recorded 

at a specific time.  Then, the energy is calculated at that same time.  The values are all 

recorded, and then to calculate the J-integral, the incremental energy of the material is 

divided by the incremental crack length, (note that “crack,” “tear,” and “cut” are used 

interchangeably throughout this paper).     

The reason the J-integral method was not used in this particular study is due to the 

out of plane deformation or wrinkling that occurs when loading a thin membrane.  

Membrane wrinkling will be further discussed in following sections.  Due to the wrinkles 

in the material under loading, the incremental crack growth is difficult to observe, thus 

making it quite difficult to obtain accurate values.  Due to these complications, the EWF 

method is the method explored in this study and will be further discussed in the next 

section.  
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Essential Work of Fracture Method 

 
 
 As mentioned in the previous section, in evaluating the fracture toughness of thin 

polymeric materials, certain conditions present themselves, making evaluation very 

difficult.  These conditions include that the loads in the membranes are carried out in a 

plane-stress condition, and also that the plastic zone around the crack tip is sufficiently 

large.  Many attempts have been made to help characterize the non-linearity of the 

fracture toughness for ductile materials, but only two methods have become commonly 

used as mentioned above:  The J-integral method and the EWF method.   

 The EWF method is an elegant way to characterize the fracture properties of a 

non-linear elastic, ductile material.  It was shown by Broberg [6], that the energy 

associated with fracture can be apportioned into two unique parts, the non-essential work 

of fracture and the essential work of fracture, as seen in Equation 1;  

         (1) 

where WT is the total fracture energy, We is the essential energy of fracture, and Wp is the 

energy for plastic deformation (non-essential energy for fracture).              

The non-essential work of fracture work is the work dissipated with regards to 

plastic deformation, and has been found to be dependent upon the geometry of the 

specimen.  However, the essential work of fracture has been found to be geometrically 

independent, and is thus considered a material parameter.  It is the work which goes into 

the fracture process zone (FPZ), which can be identified as the neck region formed 

around the notch tip [7]. 
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To give specific total fracture energy, each term is normalized by dividing by the 

term L·h, where L is the ligament length and h is the specimen thickness, (See Figure 4 

for definitions).  The specific total fracture energy wT is thus, 

 
· · ·

 (2) 

 
or, 
 

 
· ,

·
 (3) 

 

where 
·

 , and the non-essential energy term wp depends on the volume of the 

plastic deformation zone, which is a function of the ligament length L and specimen 

thickness h.  The volume of the plastic deformation zone can then be interpreted as: 

 ,  · ·  (4) 
 

Since the exact shape of the plastic deformation zone is not critical, a shape 

factor, β, is assigned to the outer plastic zone, which is dependent on specimen geometry.  

Substituting (4) into (3), we obtain a linear relationship between wT, we, wp, and L 

  · ·  (5) 
 

From this linear relationship, it is clear that at L=0, the specific total energy for 

fracture is equal to the specific essential energy, thus demonstrating its independence 

from specimen geometry. 

Equation 1 through Equation 5 were used by Mai and Cotterell [7] to measure the 

specific essential fracture work for ductile tearing of thin sheet metals, and by Mai and 

Powell [8] to measure the specific essential fracture work for tearing of a grade of high-
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density polyethylene.  Paton and Hashemi [9], and Wong et al. [10] also used the 

essential work of fracture approach to classify various ductile polymers.   

To use the EWF method, test specimens must be created out of the material being 

evaluated.  The most commonly tested specimens are the double-edge notched tensile 

(DENT) specimens.  A schematic of the DENT specimen can be seen in Figure 4.    

 

 

Figure 4:  DENT Specimen Schematic (Notch Length    ) 

 
 From the schematic, the test specimens are manufactured with a specific grip 

gauge length, Z and width, b.  L is the ligament length of the specimen, which specifies 

the length of intact material between the two edge notches, each of length   ,  on 

either side of the specimen.  As mentioned above, the work that goes into the inner 

fracture process zone is the essential work of fracture, a material property.  Noted by Mai 
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and Powell [8] in their study on the tearing of high-density polyethylene, specimen gauge 

lengths (Z) should be no less than 7·L, widths (b) no less than 3·L, and ligament lengths 

(L) should be at least three times the specimen thickness (h).  These same restrictions 

were used for study reported here. 

 

Tearing in Polymer Membranes 

 
 

Tearing in polymer membranes is becoming a more popular field of study as the 

demands for these materials grow.  Because the field of study is relatively new, only a 

handful of papers and articles have been published regarding the understanding of how 

these materials behave in tearing.  The EWF method is used in this thesis, even though 

other methods do exist, such as the Elmendorf Tear Tester and a vertical drop test.  The 

Elmendorf Tear Tester calculates the force required to prorogate a single rip in a material 

using the energy loss by the falling pendulum [11], (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5:  Elmendorf Tear Teste 
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Various papers have been published using results from the Elmendorf Tear Tester, 

specifically in biological materials.  In a study by Paez et al. [12] , an Elmendorf Tear 

Tester was used in measuring the tearing properties of bull collagen fibers.  Choi et al. 

[13] also used the same test set up to measure the properties of polyethylene films, and 

then compared those values to values obtained using the EWF method.  Results were 

similar.  (Due to budget limitations of this project, an Elmendorf Tear Tester could not be 

purchased and used in a similar fashion for the present study).   

Vertical drop tests are also used to measure the tear energy required to prorogate a 

tear using a potential energy approach.  Using a hemispherical impact tester with known 

weight and known height above the polymer test specimen, the energy can be calculated.  

When the hemispherical impact tester strikes the specimen, the crack will either 

propagate or not.  The exact energy required to propagate the crack can be altered by 

adjusting the vertical drop height as well as mass of the impact tester.  This method was 

used in this study for two particular reasons.  One was as an independent way to calculate 

energy values and then compare those values to the uniaxial test results.   The second and 

more important reason is because of the specific application of these polymer films in the 

real world.  A major application for these polymer films is use in the space industry 

where orbiting projectiles and impact failure are very common.  Determining how these 

films behave when subjected to an impact damage scenario is extremely important in 

designing and tailoring these space structures.   
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Membrane Wrinkling 

 
 

In conjunction with membrane tearing, this study also analyzed the effects of 

membrane wrinkling and how it affects the overall integrity of the material when loaded.   

The idea of membrane wrinkling is a resultant of the fact that thin membrane materials 

cannot handle any shear or compressive loading.  When loaded in tension, compressive 

and shear stresses develop in the direction perpendicular to the loading.  The inability of 

these thin materials to handle these stresses sends them into a buckling mode.  We 

recognize this buckling mode as “wrinkles.”  These wrinkles align themselves in the 

direction of loading, essentially orientating itself into a wire.  These wrinkles form out of 

plane, and greatly reduce the overall strength of the material because they form numerous 

stress raisers concentrated locally around those wrinkled areas.  They also reduce the 

predictability of how each specimen will fail due to the fact that each membrane might 

not wrinkle in the same manner.  An example of a wrinkled membrane can be seen in 

Figure 6.  As seen from Figure 6, the wrinkles are aligning themselves up vertically in the 

direction the membrane is being loaded.   
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Figure 6:  Wrinkled Membrane 

 
Outside this specific study other experimental work has been done by Jenkins 

[14], Pellegrino, and Lecieux [15] in analyzing wrinkling in membranes.  Most of the 

experimental work done by these researchers involved measuring the magnitude and 

severity of the wrinkles being formed, and did not analyze the effects that wrinkling had 

on the mechanical properties of the membranes.  Little work has been done in analyzing 

the effects of wrinkling on a loaded membrane material, and what role they play in 

affected the tearing properties.  Other work being done in analyzing membrane wrinkling 

has been more focused in computational analysis such as finite element modeling.  Work 

has been done by  Jarasjarungkiat et al. [16], Wang [17], and Tessler [18] to create 

effective finite element models that physically show wrinkling in membrane materials.  

Various finite element models have been created by the author and Dr. Kyeongsik Woo 

as well in alternate studies [3].  
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Polymeric Materials 

 
 
  Polymeric materials are frequently used in design for space structures due to their 

optimal mechanical and physical properties.  The most common polymeric materials used 

for such structures include Kapton, biaxially-oriented polyethylene terephthalate 

(BoPET) or Mylar, and Teflon.  The materials being evaluated in this specific study are 

Mylar and Kapton.   

Mylar, or biaxially-oriented polyethylene terephthalate (BoPET), is a polyester 

film manufactured by stretching polyethylene terephthalate (PET) over a die and through 

a set of rollers in a process called “drawing”.  Mylar is commonly metallized using a 

vapor deposition process using various metals such as evaporated aluminum or gold.  

Metallized Mylar is a widely used material for solar applications due to its high tensile 

strength, chemical and dimensional stability, electrical insulation, and reflective 

properties.  It was developed in the mid-1950s by DuPont Chemical Industries and is 

commonly used by NASA in applications for high altitude balloons, and solar sails.  A 

giant Mylar balloon designed by NASA can be seen in Figure 7.    
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Figure 7:  NASA Mylar Balloon [19] 

 
Kapton is a polyimide film that is another material extensively used in the space 

industry. Some of the most prevalent applications for Kapton is in flexible printed 

circuits, thermal micrometeoroid garments, and is even being considered in solar sail 

applications.  Kapton is such a sought after material in the space industry due to its great 

insulating capabilities, and its high mechanical and thermal stability.  Kapton has the 

ability to remain stable at a huge range of temperatures, from as low as -273°C up to as 

high as 400°C.  Flexible printed circuits are probably the most common application for 

Kapton in the space industry, and an example of an array of printed circuits on the 

International Space Station can be seen in Figure 8.  As seen from the figure, the 

complete exposure of these flexible circuits makes them quite vulnerable to the hazards 

of space, such as micrometeoroid impact.   
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Figure 8: Portion of the International Space Station with an Extensive Array of Printed 
Flexible Circuits [20] 

 

Self-Healing 

 
 
 A fairly innovated concept being implored into various mechanical structures is 

the idea behind a self-healing material or system.  The idea is simple:  Structurally 

modify a system so when damage is initiated, they system has the ability to self-heal or 

self-repair itself.  The inspiration behind a self-healing system is mainly biological. For 

example, the human body has the unique and vital ability to repair itself when it is 

damaged, like a cut finger or a broken bone.  Over the past few decades, engineers have 

become ever more interested in using biology/nature as inspiration in their engineering 

designs.  Nature is elegant.  It has had millions of years to evolve and adapt to its new 

surroundings, and modify its design nearly to perfection.  Nature’s designs surround us,  
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whether it is a mangrove tree growing off the coast of Florida, or a spider’s web, or again 

the human body.  Many fields are beginning to incorporate these designs and ideas, 

inspired by nature, into their own designs.   

Bio-inspiration is becoming an ever popular idea in space applications for a 

couple of main reasons.  If a system is damaged in space, human initiated repair is 

extremely time and economically costly.  For example if a micrometeorite collides with 

and damages a flexible circuit on one of the thousands of satellites encircling the Earth, 

there are a few options to repair it.  Most satellites have multiple circuits connected 

together so that if one fails, the residing circuits take over.  So if the damage is minimal, 

another circuit will take over, and satellite will hopefully work just fine.  Now if the 

damage is critical, this option is not valid.  To repair the satellite this time, a crew can be 

sent up to fix the satellite or the satellite is brought to Earth to repair it.  Both these 

options require an extreme amount of time and money to get the job done, not to mention 

the man power to plan such a repair.  The satellite can also obviously be shut down, and 

another sent up in lieu of it.  Do to the drastic nature of some of these repair methods 

other ideas are obviously being explored.  One key idea is that of creating a self-healing 

system that can repair its own damaged areas, bringing inspiration and motivation to this 

present study.   

Current self-healing systems being explore today range from imbedding 

microcapsules in a material to creating an ultra-sonic “detect and heal” system.  The 

microcapsule approach, seen in Figure 9, involves imbedding micro-spheres or micro-

tubes into a thermosetting polymer.   
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Figure 9:  Depiction of a Crack Propagating Through a Microcapsule-Imbedded Material.  
Monomer microcapsules are represented by pink circles and catalyst is shown by purple 

dots [21]. 

 
When the polymer is damaged a crack is initiated and prorogates through the 

polymer.  The microcapsules are ruptured and bleed out to fill in the crack.  The 

microcapsules are usually a monomer.  A beautiful image of this microcapsule self-

healing technique can be seen in Figure 10.  The image is from a study funded by the 

European Space Agency [22], and shows how a crack propagating through a composite 

material rupturing the microcapsules, which bleed the epoxy (glowing green areas) into 

the damaged area.    

 

Figure 10:  Self-Healing of a Damaged Composite from the European Space Agency in a 
Study Aimed Towards Analyzing Self-Healing Effects in a Composite Material [22].   
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 This microcapsule idea is being implemented mainly in composite material 

structures as explored by Blaiszik [23], and White et al. [24].  Blaiszik studied the idea of 

autonomic self-healing in polymers and in fiber-reinforced polymer composites analyzing 

the recovery of mechanical integrity of a structure after damaged had been initiated, and 

then self-healed.  The word autonomic simply means that the structure can heal or repair 

itself without human intervention.  Blaiszik also studied the effects of self-healing in 

respect to fatigue, impact damage, puncture and corrosion.   Similar to Blaiszik’s study, 

White explores the percent of structural integrity remaining after the structure had been 

damaged and then self-healed.  White reports results of approximately 75% recovery in 

toughness of the polymer composite using the embedded microcapsule technique.     

Another self-healing approach is to use an ultrasonic transducer and the 

application of time-reversed acoustics [25].  This method is the method being 

implemented in this study.  An ultrasonic transducer is an excellent candidate to 

implement into a self-healing device because it cannot only be used in ultrasonically 

healing the material, but in determining the location of the damaged areas using time 

reversed acoustics.  

Time reversed acoustics is the idea that a low frequency wave is emitted by a 

transducer in a sort of “probing” or “searching” fashion as seen in Figure 11.  The 

transducer is moved across the entire structure looking for flaws.  As seen from Figure 

11, pass 1 would not detect any flaws or defects within the material.  As the probe shifts 

left across the top surface, another signal (pass 2) is sent out, this time detecting the 

presence of a flaw.   
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Figure 11:  Transducer Low Energy "Probing" or "Searching" Schematic 

 
 When a flaw, defect, or damaged area is present within the material there will be a 

shift in the returning wave gathered by the transducer.  Due to the shift in the wave, the 

transducer then knows that there is a defect present at that location.  An example of this 

signal can be seen in Figure 12.  The plot shows the voltage reading of the transducer 

plotted against time.  The graph shows both the amount of time it took the signal to reach 

the flaw and back surface of the structure and return to the transducer.  Knowing the 

speed that sound travels through the material and the time it took the signal to reach the 

flaw and return back to the probe, the exact location of the flaw can be determined.  Note 

that the time will be divided by two since the distance is only half the length that the 

signal actually traveled.    
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Figure 12:  Sample Transducer Reading 

 
Once a defect or damaged location has been determined, the probe can then be 

adjusted so that a high frequency, very direct wave can be sent out to the crack location to 

locally heal the material back together.  Note, for this process to work, a thermoplastic 

polymer can only be used so that the damaged area can in fact melt, or heal.  A 

thermosetting polymer like an epoxy cannot be used for this method.  A schematic of the 

focused high energy wave can be seen in Figure 13.   
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Figure 13:  Transducer High Energy "Healing" Schematic 

 
 Ultrasonic transducers have been used for many years and in many different 

applications in accordance with polymers.  Ultrasonic welding is a common technique 

used to bond two thermoplastic polymers together.  The most common example of how 

two polymers are welded together can be seen in Figure 14.  One polymer is placed on 

top of another polymer and the interface is welded together by placing the transducer on 

top of the stacked structure.  The focal point of the transducer is finely tuned so that the 

waves are focused around the interface of the material, locally melting the two materials 

together.  A viscous couplant is usually used in conjunction with the transducer.       
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Figure 14:  Ultrasonic Welding Schematic 

 
 Due the long time frame that ultrasonic welding has been around, there has been a 

lot of work done in analyzing ultrasonic welding techniques.  To name a few specifics, a 

lot of work has been done by Qiu [26] and Naruse [27] in studying ultrasonic welding 

techniques applied to polymeric materials.  Naruse’s work dealt with altering welding 

frequencies to optimize welding time and weld absorption.  Qiu studied the various 

welding stresses and strengths that resulted from the ultrasonic welding of polymers.  

Ultrasonic welding techniques will be applied to this study in an attempt to heal or repair 

damaged areas to a thin polymer membrane.   

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 Ultrasonic Transducer 

Ultrasonic Waves Localized Melting 
Of the Two Materials 
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EXPERIMENATAL DEVELOPMENT 
 

Purpose 

 
 

As summarized in Chapter 1, the main purpose of this study was mostly to 

achieve a fundamental understanding of membrane tearing.  Due to the ductile and 

unpredictable nature of how these thin membranes behave in tearing, any new insight on 

their behaviors is important.  This study will analyze membrane tearing using a handful 

of different methods, including uniaxial tests performed on an Instron machine, biaxial 

drop or impact tests, and various alterations of both methods.  All these experimental 

methods are used to analyze various material and mechanical properties of the thin 

polymeric membranes, most significantly the energy required to tear the material.  The 

importance of achieving these properties is extremely useful in better design of structures 

involving these materials.   

 This study also helped lay the groundwork for both self-healing applications and 

tearing in biological membranes.  For the self-healing approach, an ultrasonic probe was 

used to manipulate and alter membrane test specimens, which were then experimentally 

tested.  Following the experimental testing, the altered material properties were 

examined, and their values compared to non-healed specimens.  Again, the importance of 

a self-healing structure is extremely attractive in the space industry since human 

maintenance is extremely difficult.  That being said, a better understanding of the 

possibilities of self-healing in these materials is ground breaking work.  This study was 
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not necessarily focused on designing a self-healing structure but rather seeing the effects 

of using a self-healing approach on these materials.   

 The groundwork for the tearing in biological membranes is also well under way 

since one could use the various experimental techniques used in this study to analyze 

tearing properties of thin polymeric membranes, and directly apply them to biological 

membranes such as skin tissue.  This topic can also be correlated to the self-healing 

techniques on polymer membranes, since most biological membranes have to ability to 

self-heal.  Due to the fast-growing nature of the biomedical field, the understanding of 

how biological tissue behaves under tearing is an important topic, specifically in sutures.  

In the suture world, not a lot of studies have been performed in regards to suture pull-out 

and on what the limits are of biological tissue in regards to tearing.  Again, this study was 

more focused on analyzing the tearing properties of polymeric membranes for space 

applications, but if needed direct extensions of this work could be performed in analyzing 

tearing in biological membranes.  Some work has already been initiated by the author and 

an undergraduate student, Kevin Bangen [28], in applying the methods and concepts used 

in this study to investigate tearing in biological membranes.   

A specific design tool that is becoming more and more popular in the design 

world is finite element modeling and analysis.  This study helped lead into more accurate 

finite element models.  Finite element analysis (FEA) is used to both validate 

experimental results as well as aid in a design scenario.  In order to accurately represent 

the real life behavior of these thin polymeric materials, values for tear energy can be 

directly input into a finite element models from real life experimental data.  As discussed 
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previously, there is much more going on in accurately representing these thin materials in 

a finite element model then just modeling a 2-D planar model.  Due to the out-of-plane 

wrinkling that these materials exhibit under loading conditions, these models are 

extremely difficult to create.  This study provided experimentally derived material 

property data for FEM analysis of membrane tearing [3].  With the fundamental 

knowledge of these materials, FEM can be used to support the experimental results as 

well as aid in any future design work.  

 

Materials Tested 

 
 

Mylar 
 

For this study, the most widely material tested and evaluated was metallized 

biaxially-oriented polyethylene terephthalate (BoPET), or more commonly known as 

Mylar.  The reason for the extensive testing on this material is due to the high demand of 

this material for space applications.  For this specific study, 25.4 µm (1 mil), 50.8 µm (2 

mil), and 76.2 µm (3 mil) Mylar were analyzed.  The Mylar material was delivered in 

1.2192 m (4 ft.) wide by 30.48 m (100 ft.) long rolls.  1.2192 m (4 ft.) x 0.3048 m (1ft.) 

sections were cut out for ease of handling, being sure of making note of longitudinal 

(roll) direction and transverse direction.  Since Mylar is manufactured in a drawing 

process, material direction is important.  The long direction of the material can have 

slightly different material properties compared to the transverse direction.  Therefore, the 

directionality of the material was always marked on the specimens to ensure consistency 

between specimens.  Figure 15 shows samples of metallized Mylar rolls.  Experimental 
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test specimens were cut out appropriately for both uniaxial tension tests, and for biaxial 

drop tests.     

 

Figure 15:  Metalized Mylar Rolls 

 

Kapton 
 

Identically to the Mylar, the Kapton was delivered in large rolls, and needed to be 

cut to specimen dimensions.  Kapton is also manufactured in a drawing process, and 

similarly to the Mylar, the directionality of the material was always marked and known.   

Only 12.7 µm (0.5 mil) Kapton was studied, and only the biaxial drop or impact tests 

were performed.  As noted in Chapter 2, the most common mode of failure for Kapton 

flexible printed circuits is in impact from micrometeoroids and other flying objects.  That 

is why only the drop tests were analyzed.  

Aluminum Foil 
 

Heavy duty aluminum foil was also tested in this study.  The testing of the 

aluminum foil was used to ensure that Instron was in fact outputting accurate values.  

Various springs with known spring constants were also tested to validate the Instron’s 

accuracy.  Load vs. displacement graphs for the aluminum foil were output and then 

converted to stress vs. strain graphs.  From the stress vs. strain graphs, the yield strength 
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was calculated and then compared to published values given from the manufacturer.  The 

manufacturer of the aluminum foil would not give out the elastic modulus for the 

aluminum foil and therefore only the yield strength could be compared.  The modulus of 

the aluminum foil was compared to a 1 mm thick sample of 6061-T6 Al, but values were 

shown to be rather scattered.  The aluminum foil tested was not actually pure aluminum, 

but rather an alloy.  The composition of the alloy is seen in Table 1. 

 
Table 1:  Aluminum Foil Composition by Weight 

 
 
 
 

Tear Tests 

 
 

Uniaxial Instron Tests 
 

The Instron used in this study was a 5543 Instron with a 1000 N load cell.  A 

tension test method was set up within the machine, and load-displacement data was 

output for each test.  The grips on the Instron were controlled pneumatically with 

adjustable pressure.  A pressure of 828 kPa (120 psi) was used to mitigate grip slip (see 

Figure 16 for Instron layout).  Crosshead speeds could also be manipulated within the 

program to alter loading rates.   

  0.2% - 0.5% Si
   0.4% - 0.8% Fe
 0.1% - 0.3% Cu

 0.05% - 0.3% Mn
  99.25% - 98.10% Al

8111 Alloy Al
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Figure 16:  Instron 5543 Layout 

 
The crosshead speeds were constantly adjusted for the Mylar and aluminum foil 

specimens.  Too slow of crosshead speeds would result in possible visco-elastic effects 

within the materials, and too fast of a crosshead speed would result in instantaneous 

brittle failure and loss in accuracy from the Instron.  For the Mylar specimens, the 

crosshead speed was adjusted systematically, and the crosshead speed that accompanied 

with the most consistent results was a speed of 10mm/min (0.3937in/min).  The same 

crosshead speed was used with the aluminum foil tests as well.  As mentioned previously, 

the accuracy of the Instron’s output was checked by performing load vs. displacement 

tests for steel springs with known spring constant, as well as comparing aluminum foil 

data to published data. 

For the Instron tear tests, the Mylar needed to be cut to be able to fit in the 

machine.  The Mylar was taped to a 25.4 mm (1.00 in.) square grid cutting table.  Once 
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secured down to the table with tape, the Mylar was measured precisely and cut.  The 

width of the Inston’s grips were 25.4mm (1.00 in.), and therefore the specimens were cut 

to exactly 25.4 mm wide to fit the grips perfectly.  The Mylar strips were then secured 

individually to the cutting table and cut further to desired gauge lengths, as seen in Figure 

17 and Figure 18.   

 

Figure 17:  Mylar Tapped to Cutting Table for Specimen Production. 

 
 

 

Figure 18:  Precisely Cut Specimens 
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The gauge lengths of the specimens were cut so that there was ample enough 

distance between the grips and the center of the specimen.  Due to the high pressure that 

the pneumatic grips applied to each specimen, a complex stress state would localize at the 

ends.  The complex stress state that would be formed would be due to the thin specimens 

wrinkling locally around the grips.  These wrinkles would obviously affect the results of 

a tear test if the specimen was substantially short in length.  Therefore, the gauge length, 

Z, used in most uniaxial tensile tests was 127 mm (5 in.).  This length allowed enough 

room between the grips while still being short enough for ease of processing and 

handling.  

All specimens were tabbed using 3.175 mm (1/8 in.) aluminum sheet stock.  

Specimens were tabbed to ensure the Instron’s grips were not affecting the results.  As 

mentioned above, the crushing force of the grips created a complex stress state locally 

around the grips that would cause unwanted wrinkles to form in the Mylar.  Tabs ensured 

that the grips wouldn’t slip or wrinkle the Mylar around the gripping area.  Aluminum 

tabs were cut with a band saw to 25.4 x 25.4 mm (1 x 1 in.) geometry to match the 

geometry of the grips.  Tabs were then epoxied onto the Mylar and set to cure (see Figure 

19). 

 

Figure 19:  Sample of an Aluminum Tabbed Mylar Specimen 
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To cut the notches for the “damaged” specimens, a pair of calipers were used to 

precisely measure out notch lengths, as seen in Figure 20.  A center line was drawn to 

mark the center of the specimen, equal distance from the Instron’s grips.  A straight edge 

was taped down the cutting table so movement was minimized when marking notch 

distances and cutting notches.   

 

 
 

Figure 20:  Sample Cutting of Mylar Specimen 

 
Loading the specimens into the Instron was done with caution to mitigate wear 

and tear on specimens prior to testing.  Specimens were held in place between the 

Instron’s grips, and a straight edge was used as a guide to ensure vertical straightness.  

The top grip was clamped first, and then carefully the bottom grip was clamped.  Once 

clamped, each specimen was checked again for vertical straightness. The fine vertical 

adjustment on the Instron was manipulated until each specimen was taught, but not 

loading it.  By making the specimens taught first, this helped curtail initial load line 

misalignment.  The specimens were now ready to be tested until failure. 
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Load vs. displacement data is output for each uniaxial tension test and imported 

into Microsoft Excel for data manipulation.  Using the initial known geometry of the 

specimens, load data could be converted into stress values using the initial cross-sectional 

area of the Mylar.  Likewise, the displacement data could be converted into strain values 

using the initial length.  Another important data manipulation technique used was 

numerically integrating the area under the load vs. displacement graphs.  The area under 

the graph is the work being done on the material, or more commonly understood as the 

work going into tearing the material.  The trapezoidal rule was used to numerically 

integrate the data, and can be seen in Equation 6Error! Reference source not found..  

The meaning of the variables in Equation 6Error! Reference source not found. can be 

seen in Figure 21. 

 Area b a ·         (6) 
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Figure 21:  Illustration of the Trapezoidal Rule 

 
Using an equation in Excel, the trapezoidal rule equation could be written in one 

cell, and copied for the rest of the data.  A depiction of how the trapezoidal rule was 

applied to the numerical data can be seen in Figure 22.    

 

 

Figure 22:  Trapezoidal Rule Using Microsoft Excel 
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Unnotched Specimens.  To be able to compare material property values for 

tearing in the membranes, various Instron tests needed to be first performed on 

unnotched, virgin specimens.  This baseline data could then be used to see how much of 

an effect a notch or defect would reduce the overall strength of the material.  

Nomenclature for the unnotched specimen geometry includes grip gauge length (Z), 

width (b), and thickness (h).  A sample layout of an unnotched specimen can be seen in 

Figure 23.        

 

Figure 23:  Unnotched Specimen Layout 

 

DENT Specimens.  As mentioned in Chapter 2, the most common approach to 

measuring the essential work of fracture (EWF) for a thin ductile membrane is using 

double edge-edge notched tensile specimens or DENT specimens.  To create the 

appropriate ligament lengths, L, two identical edge notches with length a, were cut on 
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each respective side of the specimen.  The lengths of the edge notches, a, were varied to 

change the ligament length to perform appropriate tests to evaluate the essential work of 

fracture for the Mylar.   Nomenclature for the DENT specimen geometry includes grip 

gauge length (Z), width (b), thickness (h), ligament length (L), and single edge-notch 

length (a).  DENT specimen geometry can be seen in Figure 24.  

 

 

Figure 24:  DENT Specimen Layout 

 
SENT Specimens.  Single edge-notched tensile specimens, or SENT specimens 

were also tested.  SENT specimens were done to determine the reduction in strength from 

unnotched specimens, and also to give some baseline data to compare healed specimens 

with.  SENT specimens were cut with an initial crack length of a = 3.175 mm.  

Nomenclature for the SENT specimen geometry includes grip gauge length (Z), width 
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(b), thickness (h), and single edge-notch length (a).  SENT specimen geometry can be 

seen in Figure 25.    

 
 

Figure 25:  SENT Specimen Layout 

 
SENT Specimens with Blunt Tip.  One of the goals of this study was to determine 

whether or not an ultrasonic transducer could be used on polymers to analyze the 

possibility for self-healing effects.  Ultrasonically healing the crack back together seemed 

an very challenging with such a thin material, and with the ultrasonic system available, 

even at the lowest setting the probe would obliterate the specimen.  This led to the idea of 

ultrasonically drilling a hole through the membrane at the crack tip location to effectively 

blunt the tip.  It has is widely accepted in both metals and polymers that by blunting a 

crack tip, the material’s ability to resist fracture increases.  The crack tips were first 

blunted with a circular hole punch to see if the same principles applied to the thin Mylar.  
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Then once the concept had been proven, the ultrasonic probe was used to locally melt a 

hole near the crack (tear) tip.  Nomenclature for the SENT specimen geometry with 

healing includes grip gauge length (Z), width (b), thickness (h), single edge-notch length 

(a), hole diameter (d), and distance between the crack tip and the hole (e).  Hole 

placement, e, was varied from directly at the crack tip (e = 0 mm), to the center of the 

specimen (e = 6.35 mm).  Locations of the holes were adjusted to view the effects of the 

accuracy of probe placement [29].  SENT specimen geometry with healing can be seen in 

Figure 26. 

 
 

Figure 26: SENT with Crack-Tip Blunting Specimen Layout 

 
CNT Specimens.  Center-notched tensile specimens or CNT specimens were 

tested to see if there was a comparison in material properties to those obtained from a 

drop test.  The impact or drop tests, which are explained in the next section, are much 
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easier to set up and transport than the uniaxial Instron tests.  This being said, the 

portability of the drop tests allowed for impact testing at both room and sub-zero 

temperatures.  Due to the sub-zero ambient temperature of space, cold-temperature tests 

are critical in analyzing the effects cold temperatures play on the membranes, including 

reductions in material properties.  The CNT tests were performed to see if there was any 

correlation between drop tests and Instron tests in regards to tearing properties.  This 

correlation could help show whether or not it could be acceptable to use either of the test 

results in determining the tearing properties for the membranes.  Nomenclature for the 

CNT specimen geometry includes grip gauge length (Z), width (b), thickness (h), and 

center notch length (2a). CNT specimen geometry can be seen in Figure 27.    

 

 

Figure 27:  CNT Specimen Layout 
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Wrinkle Suppression Stand Specimens.  To address the issue of the membrane 

wrinkling, a wrinkle suppression stand was created to mitigate out of plane wrinkling for 

the uniaxial tests.  The stand was created by attaching two 3.175 mm (1/8 in.) thick piece 

of plexi-glass to a support stand.  Plexi-glass acrylic was used so that the specimen could 

be viewed when the stand was in place.  The two plexi-glass plates were placed on either 

side of the Instron specimen, and then clamped into place.  A very thin washer was 

placed between the plates so that the specimen was not being crushed by the clamp.  This 

would allow for very small out of plane wrinkling (the magnitude of the wrinkles equaled 

the thickness of the washer).  This stand would allow for comparing tensile test results for 

specimens that were allowed to wrinkle out of place, to those specimens who were tested 

using the wrinkle suppression stand.  The results of these tests were used to determine 

what role the membrane wrinkling plays on the Mylar, and whether or not the wrinkles 

positively or negatively affect the material response.  Nomenclature for the SENT 

specimen geometry with the wrinkle suppression stand includes grip gauge length (Z), 

width (b), thickness (h), and single edge-notch length (a).  The wrinkle suppression stand 

geometry can be seen in Figure 28.    
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Figure 28:  Wrinkle Suppression Stand Specimen Layout 

 

Drop / Impact Tests 

 
 

Drop or impact tests were performed on both the Mylar and Kapton films.  The 

reason for wanting to understand how these materials behave against impact is due to the 

real life application of these membrane materials in which impact is a common mode of 

failure.  As mentioned in the introduction, major applications for these materials are in 

solar sails, flex circuits, and thermal control membranes.  While in space, these structures 

can be subjected to many situations in which impact is common.  Such situations include 

micrometeorite impact, or impact from other orbiting or flying objects.   
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The drop tests for both materials were performed in two separate scenarios, room 

temperature tests and cold temperature tests.  From these tests, the energy required to tear 

or rupture the membrane was determined using the known height and mass of the impact 

dart.  These tests are considered to be biaxial tests in which the membrane is securely 

clamped in place, and then the drop dart is released to impact the material.  A layout of 

the drop test set up can be seen in Figure 29.   

 

 

Figure 29:  Drop Test Setup 

 
The Mylar and the Kapton were prepared identically.  The membranes are first cut 

into 25.4 cm x 25.4 cm (10 in. x 10 in.) sheets.  The sheets are then carefully placed in 

between the top and bottom flanges on the upper portion of the stand, which can be seen 
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in Figure 30.  600-grit sandpaper was adhered to each side of the flanges to moderate any 

slippage during impact.   

 

 

Figure 30:  Top and Bottom Flanges for Securing the Membranes.  The Material in this 
Image is 12.7 µm Kapton 

 
The sheets were held into place, and then clamped into place to secure the 

membranes.  The sheets were pulled taught during clamping to reduce any wrinkling 

effects.  To eradicate any remaining wrinkles, a 10.16 cm (4 in.) diameter plastic cylinder 

was placed on top of the sheet to create a non-wrinkled, symmetric loading condition at 

the center of the sheet, as seen in Figure 31. 
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Figure 31:  Non-Wrinkled, Symmetric Loading Condition at Center of Sheet.  Again, the 
Material in this Image is 12.7 µm Kapton. 

 
The membranes were now ready to be tested.  A hemispherical dart head was 

used to impact the material.  Various sized washers were used, and each of their masses 

recorded precisely.  The drop dart can be seen in Figure 32. 

 

 

Figure 32:  Drop Dart Layout 

 
The height of the drop dart could also be adjusted, so that the energy required to 

tear the membrane could be exactly determined.  The equation used to determine the 

energy at impact is simply the potential energy equation seen in Equation 7, 
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 · ·  (7) 

where m is the mass of the object, H is the height of the mass, and g is the acceleration 

due to gravity, taken as 9.81 m/s2 (32.2 ft/s2). 

The drop dart was released using an electro-magnet so that the consistency of 

each drop could be repeated and to reduce the possibilities for any unwanted human 

error.  After each drop the integrity of the damaged membrane was recorded and the 

appropriate energy calculated.  These values were also used to compare to the energy 

calculated in the uniaxial tests to see if a correlation between tests could be determined.    

 

Room Temperature Drop / Impact Tests 
 
 Using the set up described in Chapter 3, drop tests were performed on 25.4 µm (1 

mil) Mylar and 12.7 µm (0.5 mil) Kapton at standard room temperature conditions.  The 

reason for using the 25.4 µm Mylar instead of the thicker 50.8 µm and 76.2 µm Mylar, 

was because even at max height and max weight, the drop dart was barely puncturing the 

unnotched virgin Mylar sheets.  Using thicker Mylar would have been out of range for 

the setup at hand.  Three separate scenarios were tested:  Unnotched virgin sheets, center-

notched sheets, and ultrasonically healed sheets (equivalent to crack-tip blunting in 

uniaxial tensile tests).  All specimens were cut to a specimen length LDT = 25.4 cm and 

specimen width HDT = 25.4 cm.  Center-notch length was held consistent for all sheets to 

a value of 2a = 6.35 mm, or a = 3.175 mm.  For the ultrasonically treated specimens, hole 

placement e was also varied to see how critical it was have the hole directly at the crack 

tip versus further from the crack.  The diameter of the hole for the ultrasonically treated 
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sheets was constant at d = 3.175 mm.  Sample layouts can be seen in Figure 33 - Figure 

35 . 

 

Figure 33:  Unnotched Drop Test Specimen 

 

Figure 34: Center-Notched Drop Test Specimen 
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Figure 35:  Ultrasonically Treated Center-Notched Drop Specimen 

 

Cold Temperature Drop / Impact Tests 
 

Similar to the specimens described in the previous section at room temperature, 

cold temperature tests were performed to evaluate the temperature effects on the two 

different materials under the same impact loading conditions.  The reason for testing the 

two materials at the colder temperatures is again due to the idea that these materials are to 

be used in space applications where sub-zero temperatures are present.  Like many 

metals, most polymers transform from behaving ductile at standard conditions to brittle at 

extremely cold temperatures.  Brittle behavior for polymers usually results in a reduction 

in strength and integrity.    

All three types of specimens (unnotched virgin specimens, center-notched 

specimens, and ultrasonically healed center-notched specimens) were created and then 

taken into the Cold Regions Lab at Montana State University.  The temperature in the 
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cold region lab was set to -23˚ C (-10˚ F), and the humidity lowered to the lowest 

possible setting.  All specimens and testing equipment were left overnight to allow 

everything to reach the desired -23˚ C temperature.  The next day, the specimens were 

tested and their appropriate tear energies determined.  These values would then be 

compared to the room temperature tests to determine the effects the cold temperatures 

play on both the Mylar and the Kapton.    

 
Ultrasonic Probe Layout 

 
 

The ultrasonic transducer was used in this study to determine whether or not an 

ultrasonic transducer can be used to help increase the integrity of a damaged structure, in 

this case Mylar and Kapton membranes.  The ultrasonic transducer was a Branson 

Sonifier 450, 400W, 20 kHz probe.  Initially, the transducer was used to ultrasonically 

heal the damaged areas in the materials, in our case a crack of known length, a.  

However, due to the thinness of the two materials, the transducer was simply too 

powerful and would blast away the material.  Instead the transducer was used to blunt the 

crack-tip of the damaged specimens by creating a hole through the material.   

The ultrasonic transducer was attached to a metal stand with adjustable height 

settings.  The diameter of the transducer’s tip was approximately 3.175 mm (0.125 in.), 

and the power setting could be adjusted using a dial on the power source.  The specimens 

would be clamped down to a metal base to ensure that the specimens did not move when 

the probe came into contact with it.  A piece of 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) Teflon was placed 

underneath the material, which allowed for the probe to easily punch a hole.  The Teflon 
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allowed for the ultrasonic probe to vibrate through the material and create a clean hole, 

and also prevented any melting or sticking to the specimens so that it could be removed 

from the base with ease.  Once effective crack-tip blunting was achieved with the Teflon 

block under the specimens, it was removed to see if it was possible to punch a hole 

through the specimen without anything underneath it.  The latter scenario is obviously 

more conducive to what would actually happen in a real life healing scenario in space.  

For obvious reasons, a piece of Teflon, or any material for that matter, would not be able 

to be placed on the opposing side of the transducer when attempting to heal an intact 

structure.  As seen from the results, both methods worked affectively in healing the 

material.  As mentioned in previous sections the hole placement was adjusted to see how 

critical the accuracy of the placement affected the integrity of the material.  The 

ultrasonic transducer layout can be seen in Figure 36. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 36:  Ultrasonic Probe Layout 
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EXPERIMENATAL RESULTS 
 

Instron Tests 

 
 

Spring Calibration 
 
 As mentioned in Chapter 3, the first set of tests performed on the Instron were 

various uniaxial tension tests on springs with known spring stiffness.  These tests were 

done to ensure the accuracy of the Instron, and to make sure that the values being output 

from the Instron’s computer were valid.  The Instron was set up to output load vs. 

displacement data for the various springs.  From the data the slope of the line could be 

determined and then compared to the published spring stiffness value for each specific 

spring.  The load vs. displacement data for three separate springs can be seen in Figure 

37.  Note that all other work in this study had been performed in SI units, but since the 

values of the springs were given in English units, the data was analyzed in English units 

for ease.  Table 2 shows the average data comparing values of the published spring 

stiffness to the calculated values.          
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Figure 37:  Load - Displacement Graph for Instron Spring Calibration 

 

Table 2:  Spring Stiffness Comparison 

Spring 
Number 

Published 
Spring Stiffness 
Value (lbf/in.) 

Calculated 
Spring Stiffness 
Value (lbf/in.) 

% Error 

1 0.86 0.822 4.4% 
2 0.71 0.691 2.7% 
3 1.50 1.437 4.2% 

 
 
 The percent error between published values and calculated values are nearly 

identical.  Therefore, it can be concluded that the Instron is in fact outputting valid 

values.    

 

Reynolds Heavy Duty Aluminum Foil Tests 
 
 Reynolds aluminum foil was also used as a check for the Instron’s validity.  As 

mentioned in Chapter 3, the Reynolds Company did not disclose the material’s elastic 

modulus, but only the ultimate strength of the material.  Therefore, the ultimate tensile 

strength of the material was to be tested, and compared to Reynolds’ published values.  
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The published value for the ultimate strength for the Reynolds Aluminum Foil was given 

to range from 77.20 – 87.56 MPa (11.20 – 12.70 ksi), with an average value of 82.38 

MPa (11.94 ksi).    Aluminum specimens were created with exact geometry as Mylar 

specimens for consistency.  Various unnotched specimens were tested at different 

extension rates and their ultimate strength evaluated.  The stress vs. strain graph for the 

unnotched aluminum foil can be seen in Figure 38. 

 

 

Figure 38:  Stress -  Strain Graph for Failure of Unnotched Reynolds Heavy Duty 
Aluminum Foil. 

 
 From the comparison, a 3.25% error value was determined between 

experimentally derived ultimate strength for the unnotched aluminum foil specimens and 

the published values from The Reynolds Company.  An average value of 79.70 MPa was 

experimentally determined for the ultimate strength of the heavy duty aluminum foil.  

Again, this comparison gives a good indication that the values output from the Instron are 

indeed valid.     
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 The elastic modulus of the aluminum foil was also derived from the stress vs. 

strain data, and compared to the elastic modulus of 6061-T6 aluminum.  A tensile test 

was performed on a dog bone sample of 6061-T6 aluminum, and plotted on the same 

graph as the heavy duty aluminum foil, which can be seen in Figure 39.  Error! 

Reference source not found. shows the stress vs. strain data as well, but is exaggerated 

to show the difference in slope (elastic modulus equals the slope of the elastic region in a 

stress vs. strain graph). 

 

 

Figure 39:  Stress - Strain Graph for Failure of 6061-T6 Al Compared to Reynolds Heavy 
Duty Aluminum Foil 
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Figure 40:  Zoomed in Stress - Strain Graph for Failure of 6061-T6 Al Compared to 
Reynolds Heavy Duty Aluminum Foil 

 The heavy duty aluminum foil is actually an alloyed aluminum, with its 

constitution given in Table 1.  The elastic moduli of the two separate specimens are not 

identical, and can be easily seen in Error! Reference source not found..  The elastic 

modulus of the 6061-T6 aluminum is approximately 72.4 GPa, and the averaged elastic 

modulus for the various unnotched heavy duty aluminum foil specimens is around 52.4 

GPa.   

 Images for an unnotched heavy duty aluminum foil tensile test specimen being 

pulled in the Instron can be seen in Appendix A.1. 

Mylar 
 
 Unnotched Specimens.   Load-displacement and stress-strain curves were created 

for the 25.4 µm, 50.8 µm, and 76.2 µm Mylar.  The unnotched specimens gave values for 

the maximum energy required to tear the Mylar, as well as other maximum mechanical 

and material values that the Mylar could have.  This would help in seeing how much 

reduction in properties of the various damaged Mylar specimens.  The unnotched uniaxial 
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Instron specimens were also used to compare values to the tear energy calculated from 

the drop tests.  

 
 Unnotched Results – 25.4 µm Mylar Specimens: The first unnotched 25.4 µm 

Mylar specimens tested had gauge lengths Z = 127 mm (5 in.), and were tested to analyze 

the effects of loading rate.  These tests would then be used to determine an optimal 

loading rate that would then be used for all subsequent tests.  An optimal loading rate 

simply means a rate that is not too slow where visco-elastic effects might present 

themselves, or too fast where instantaneous brittle failure occurs.  Loading rate is not as 

critical in testing the unnotched specimens as it is in testing the damaged specimens.  

Damaged Mylar retains only a small fraction of the material strength and integrity that 

undamaged Mylar exhibits.  For this reason, high loading rates would tear the specimens 

nearly instantaneously, resulting in insignificant data.   

Faster loading rates were also used in testing of the unnotched specimens to try 

and replicate the drop / impact tests.  A comparison between the uniaxial Instron tests and 

the biaxial drop tests was attempted by increasing the loading rate of the Instron to the 

fastest loading rate, which peaked out at 400 mm/min.  Load vs. displacement graph for 

the unnotched 25.4 µm Mylar specimens can be seen in Figure 41.  Stress vs. strain graph 

can be seen in Appendix B.1.  For each separate loading rate, several tests were 

performed, and their averages taken.  The averaged values are the ones plotted.  The 

extension rate was varied from 1 mm/min to 400 mm/min, and the Mylar was tested to 

failure.  Note that strain rates will not be uniform throughout the test since the specimen 

gauge length does not change, i.e. strain rate for the 1 mm/min extension rate is 0.0079 
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mm/mm/min and the strain rate for 400 mm/min extension rate is 3.150 mm/mm/min.  As 

seen in Appendix B.1, the ultimate strains are dissimilar for the various loading rates.  

This shows that the material is in fact strain rate dependent.       

 

 
 

Figure 41:  Load - Displacement Curves for Failure of 25.4 µm Unnotched Mylar 
Specimens with Varying Extension Rates. 

 
 Numerically integrating the area under the load vs. displacement curves gave 

results for the amount of energy required to tear the unnotched specimen.  Values for 

strain energy or fracture energy can be seen in Table 3 for the various extension rates for 

the 25.4 µm unnotched Mylar specimens.  Note, the average value of the fracture energy 

for all extension rates fell really close to the value for fracture energy for the 10 mm/min 

extension rate.  This extension rate was then used for all other Instron tests to keep all 

tests consistent.      
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Table 3:  Fracture Energy Values for Various Extension Rates for the 25.4 µm Unnotched 
Mylar Specimens 

 
 
 

 The next set of unnotched tests for the 25.4 µm Mylar were done to determine the 

effects of strain rate (or loading rate) on the material’s elastic modulus.  By holding the 

extension rate constant and varying the specimens gauge length, the strain rate could then 

be effectively changed.  The gauge length, Z, was varied from 25.4 mm (1 in.) to 63.5 

mm (2.5 in.), and the extension rate held constant at 10 mm/min.  Load vs. displacement 

and stress vs. strain graphs can also be seen in Appendix B.1.  A comparison between the 

differences in elastic modulus can be seen in Table 4. 

 
Table 4:  25.4 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens Elastic Modulus Comparison. 

 
 

Extension Rate 
(mm/min)

Fracture Energy for 
25.4 μm Specimen (J) 

1 5.526
5 6.297

10 6.869

20 7.282
40 7.720
80 7.648

100 8.016
200 8.066
400 8.359

Z (mm)

Young's 
Modulus 

(Gpa)

25.4 2.40E+09
25.4 2.35E+09
25.4 2.35E+09
63.5 3.27E+09
63.5 3.54E+09
63.5 3.29E+09
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Unnotched Results – 50.8 µm Mylar Specimens: Identically, the 50.8 µm 

unnotched Mylar specimens were tested and load vs. displacement and stress vs. strain 

graphs obtained.  The first set of specimens had gauge lengths Z = 127 mm (5 in.), and 

were tested to view the effects of loading rate, and to choose an optimal loading rate that 

would then be used for all subsequent tests.  Load vs. displacement graph for the 

unnotched 50.8 µm Mylar specimens can be seen in Figure 42, and tabled data for 

fracture energy (area under load vs. displacement curve) can be seen in Table 5.  Stress 

vs. strain graph can be seen in Appendix B.2.  For each separate loading rate, several tests 

were performed, and their averages were taken.  The averaged values are the ones 

plotted.  The extension rate was varied from 1 mm/min to 200 mm/min, and the Mylar 

was tested to failure.  Note that strain rates will not be uniform throughout the test since 

the specimen gauge length does not change, i.e. the strain rate for the 1 mm/min 

extension rate is 0.0079 mm/mm/min and the strain rate for 200 mm/min extension rate  

is 1.575 mm/mm/min.      
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Figure 42:  Load - Displacement Curves for Failure of 50.8 µm Unnotched Mylar 
Specimens with Varying Extension Rates. 

 
Table 5:  Fracture Energy Values for Various Extension Rates for the 50.8 µm Unnotched 

Mylar Specimens 

 
 

The next set of unnotched tests for the 50.8 µm Mylar were done to determine the 

effects of strain rate (or loading rate) on the material’s elastic modulus.  The gauge 

length, Z,  was also varied from 25.4 mm (1 in.) to 63.5 mm (2.5 in.), and the extension 

rate held constant at 10 mm/min.  Load vs. displacement and stress vs. strain graphs can 

Extension Rate 
(mm/min)

Fracture Energy for 
50.8 μm Specimen 

(J) 

1 14.194
5 16.795

10 18.351
15 19.673
20 20.658
40 21.007
80 21.725
100 22.004
200 22.026
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also be seen in Appendix B.2.  A comparison between the differences in elastic modulus 

can be seen in Table 6. 

 
Table 6:  50.8 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens Elastic Modulus Comparison. 

 
 

 
Unnotched Results – 76.2 µm Mylar Specimens: Lastly, the 76.2 µm unnotched 

Mylar specimens were tested.  The first set of specimens had gauge lengths Z = 127 mm 

(5 in.), and were tested to again view the effects of loading rate, and to choose an optimal 

loading rate that would then be used for all subsequent tests.  Load vs. displacement 

graph for the unnotched 76.2 µm Mylar specimens can be seen in Figure 43 and tabled 

data for the fracture energy can be seen in Table 7.  Stress vs. strain graph can be seen in 

Figure 44, and is used to compare ultimate strain values to stress vs. strain data for 

specimens with a tested at a constant strain rate.  For each separate loading rate, several 

tests were performed, and their averages were taken.  The averaged values are the ones 

plotted.  The extension rate was varied from 1 mm/min to 200 mm/min, and the Mylar 

was tested to failure.  Note that strain rates will not be uniform throughout the test since 

the specimen gauge length does not change, i.e. the strain rate for the 1 mm/min 

Z (mm)

Young's 
Modulus 

(Gpa)

25.4 2.32E+09
25.4 2.41E+09
25.4 2.63E+09
63.5 3.21E+09
63.5 3.54E+09
63.5 3.47E+09
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extension rate is 0.0079 mm/mm/min and the strain rate for 200 mm/min extension rate  

is 1.575 mm/mm/min.      

 

 
 

Figure 43: Load - Displacement Curves for Failure of 76.2 µm Unnotched Mylar 
Specimens with Varying Extension Rates. 

 

 
 

Figure 44: Stress - Strain Curves for Failure of 76.2 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens 
with Varying Extension Rates. 
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Table 7: Fracture Energy Values for Various Extension Rates for the 76.2µm Unnotched 
Mylar Specimens 

 
 

 
The next set of unnotched tests for the 76.2 µm Mylar were done to determine the 

effects of strain rate (or loading rate) on the material’s elastic modulus.  The gauge 

length, Z, was also varied from 25.4 mm (1 in.) to 63.5 mm (2.5 in.), and the extension 

rate held constant at 10 mm/min.  Load vs. displacement and stress vs. strain graphs can 

be seen in Appendix B.3.  A comparison between the differences in elastic modulus can 

be seen in Table 8. 

 
Table 8:  76.2 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens Elastic Modulus Comparison. 

 
 
 

Extension Rate 
(mm/min)

Fracture Energy for 
76.2 μm Specimen (J) 

1 40.824
5 44.664

10 49.608
20 51.653
40 53.465
80 55.962

100 57.061
200 58.540

Z (mm)

Young's 
Modulus 

(Gpa)

25.4 2.33E+09
25.4 2.35E+09
25.4 2.43E+09
63.5 3.36E+09
63.5 3.50E+09
63.5 3.68E+09
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Note that for the tests where the strain rate was not constant, the ultimate strain of 

the material varied quite extensively.  This was due to the extension rate being held 

constant, while the specimen gauge length was varied, or similarly for the specimens 

whose gauge lengths were constant but loading rates varied.  In an attempt to show how 

to achieve similar ultimate strains, 76.2 µm unnotched Mylar specimens were tested with 

identical strain rates.  This was done by adjusting both the gauge length and extension 

rate for each specimen, i.e. for a specimen with a 127 mm gauge length, the extension 

rate was set to a value of 10 mm/min, giving a strain rate of 0.007874 mm/mm/min.  To 

achieve the same strain rate for a 25.4 mm long specimen, the extension rate had to be 

reduced to 2 mm/min, again giving a strain rate of 0.007874 mm/mm/min.  This was 

done for specimen gauge lengths of 50.8 mm, 76.2 mm, and 101.6 mm as well.  Figure 

45 shows a load vs. displacement graph for the various specimens with varying gauge 

lengths and extension rates, and Figure 46 show the stress vs. strain graph.   
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Figure 45:  Load - Displacement Curves for Failure of 76.2 µm Unnotched Mylar 
Specimens with Same Strain Rates 

 

 
 

Figure 46:  Stress - Strain Curves for Failure of 76.2 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens 
with Same Strain Rates 

 
Note in Figure 46 how all specimens have identical or nearly identical ultimate 

strains, now that the strain rates are identical. 
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Essential Work of Fracture Method / DENT Specimens:  Load-displacement and 

stress-strain curves were created for the 25.4 µm, 50.8 µm, and 76.2 µm Mylar varying 

the ligament lengths, L, from 2.54 mm to 12.7 mm.  The Mylar specimens were cut to 

specific DENT specifications as noted in Chapter 2.  The process of how to implement 

the EWF method into determining the essential work of fracture for the Mylar is quickly 

summarized in Figure 47, Figure 48, and Table 9.  All other load vs. displacement, stress 

vs. strain, and total specific work of fracture vs. ligament length graphs can be seen in 

Appendix C.  Notice that all curves are geometrically similar, and that loads and 

displacements increase with ligament length and with specimen thickness, i.e. for L = 

7.62 mm max load and max displacement for a 76.2 µm specimen is greater to that of the 

25.4 µm and  50.8 µm specimen.   

To determine the specific essential work of fracture for Mylar, numerical 

integration was used to determine the area under the load vs. displacement curves.  A 

sample load vs. displacement curve can be seen in Figure 47.  These areas equate to the 

work done on the material.  Work terms are then normalized according to Equation 2.  A 

sample set of data for the normalizing procedure in tabular form can be seen in Table 9.   
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Figure 47:  Load- Displacement Curves for Failure of 25.4 µm DENT Mylar Specimens. 

 
Table 9:  EWF Data for 25.4 µm DENT Mylar Specimens. 

Ligament 
Length 
(mm) 

Ligament 
Length (m) L∙h (m2) WT (kJ) 

wT 
(kJ/m2) 

0 --- --- --- 37.03 
2.54 0.00254 6.452E-08 1.133E-05 52.55 
5.08 0.00508 1.290E-07 3.106E-05 86.90 
7.62 0.00762 1.935E-07 6.014E-05 101.85 

10.16 0.01016 2.581E-07 9.588E-05 118.88 
12.7 0.0127 3.226E-07 1.416E-04 143.23 

 
 

Each specific work term is then plotted versus the original specimen ligament 

length to give total specific work vs. ligament length curves, as seen in Figure 48.   
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Figure 48:  Total Specific Work of Fracture (wT) vs. Ligament Length, L for 25.4 µm 
Mylar DENT Specimens 

 
When plotted, a linear curve can be fit to the data to obtain the straight-line 

relationship identical to Equation 5Error! Reference source not found., as predicted.  

Extending the line to zero ligament length gives the value for specific essential fracture 

work, we.  Values for we for the 25.4 µm, 50.8 µm, and 76.2 µm Mylar specimens are 

37.0 (37.03), 37.0 (36.97), and 37 (36.85) kJ/m2 respectively.  Slope terms (β·wp) were 

8.4, 8.6, and 8.8 MJ/m3.  

 
SENT Specimens:  Single-edge notched tensile specimens or SENT specimens 

were created and tested until failure.  Load-displacement and stress-strain curves were 

created for the 25.4 µm, 50.8 µm, and 76.2 µm Mylar with an initial crack length, a = 

3.175mm.  SENT specimens were used to test the ability to self-heal or repair a damaged 

Mylar specimen.  All SENT load vs. displacement and stress vs. strain graphs can be seen 

in Appendix D.     
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 SENT Specimens with Ultrasonic Crack-Tip Blunting:  One of the main 

objectives of this study was to analyze the effectiveness of this material in a self-healing 

application.  As mentioned previously, a circular hole punch and an ultrasonic transducer 

were both used to blunt the crack-tips of single-edge notched tensile (SENT) specimens 

with crack length, a = 3.175 mm.  The circular hole punch was used initially to show the 

effectiveness of blunting the crack (tear) tip using a perfectly circular hole.  The 

ultrasonic transducer initiated a thermal process that melted the area locally around the 

crack tip, and therefore a flawless, circular hole was not achievable.  Nonetheless, both 

techniques worked in effectively blunting the crack tip in the SENT specimens. 

Load vs. displacement graphs and stress vs. strain graphs were constructed from 

the raw data, and then the energy to tear the material (fracture or strain energy) 

computed.  These values would then be compared to values for unhealed SENT 

specimens to view the effects of the crack tip blunting.  All load vs. displacement and 

stress vs. strain graphs for 25.4 µm, 50.8 µm, and 76.2 µm Mylar can be seen in 

Appendix E.  The circular hole punch healed specimen, ultrasonic healed specimen, and 

unhealed specimen for 25.4 µm Mylar were tested, and the plotted on the same plot, seen 

in Figure 49.  Note, the healed specimens had the distance from the hole to the crack tip, 

e = 0 mm.  They were all plotted on the same plot to show the differences in areas under 

the curves for each separate case. Notice how much of an increase in area under the load 

vs. displacement curve (fracture energy) is obtained when healing the Mylar specimens 

using the hole punch and ultrasonic transducer to blunt the crack-tip.  Figure 50 shows 
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load vs. displacement data for SENT specimens with and without ultrasonic treatment 

plotted against each other for the 25.4 µm, 50.8 µm, and 76.2 µm Mylar specimens.   

 

 
 

Figure 49:  Load - Displacement Comparison for Failure of 25.4 µm Mylar SENT 
Specimens With and Without Crack-Tip Blunting. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 50:  Load - Displacement Comparison for Failure of 25.4 µm, 50.8 µm, and 76.2 
µm SENT Specimens With and Without Ultrasonic Crack-Tip Blunting. 
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After numerically integrating the load vs. displacement curves, the average value 

for the fracture energy for all three thicknesses of Mylar were computed and tabularized.  

Table 10 shows data for all thicknesses of Mylar.  By using the ultrasonic transducer to 

blunt the crack tip of the SENT Mylar specimens, the percent increases in fracture energy 

for the 25.4 µm, 50.8 µm, and 76.2 µm Mylar specimens are 328%, 396% and 320%, 

respectively.  Using the hole punch to blunt the crack tip, the percent increases in fracture 

energy for the 25.4 µm, 50.8 µm, and 76.2 µm Mylar specimens are 735%, 754% and 

718%, respectively.  The holes for both ultrasonic and hole punch specimens were 

viewed under a microscope to observe the surface morphology. The reason for the greater 

increase in fracture energy for the circular hole punch specimens is due to the cleanliness 

of the hole around the crack tip when viewed under the microscope.  The ultrasonically 

healed specimens had a much rougher edge allowing for easier crack growth.   

 
Table 10:  Data for Comparison between Fracture Energy Values for Non-Healed, 

Ultrasonically (US) Healed, and Hole Punch Healed SENT Specimens  

 
 
 

Fracture Energy for 25.4 
μm Specimen (J) 

Fracture Energy for 50.8 
μm Specimen (J) 

Fracture Energy for 76.2 
μm Specimen (J) 

No US 0.068 0.168 0.361

US             
(e  = 0mm)

0.224 0.665 1.155

US             
(e  = 6.35 mm)

0.231 0.661 1.149

Circular Hole 
Punch          

(e = 0mm)
0.502 1.265 2.594

%  Increase 
with US

328% 396% 320%

%  Increase 
with Hole 

Punch
735% 754% 718%
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CNT Specimens:  To see if there existed a correlation between the center-notched 

tensile (CNT) specimens and the center-notched drop test specimens, various CNT 

specimens were tested on the Instron as well.  A crack length of 2a = 6.35 mm was used.  

Also, extension rates were cranked as high as they could go in attempt to reach a loading 

rate equivalent or somewhat equivalent to the “loading rate” of the drop tests.  An 

extension rate of 10 mm/min was used, as well as a maximum extension rate of 400 

mm/min.  Load vs. displacement and stress vs. strain graphs for all CNT tests can be seen 

in Appendix F.  Results for the strain or fracture energy for the 10 mm/min extension rate 

can be seen in Table 11, and results for the 400 mm/min extension rate can be seen in 

Table 12.  

 
Table 11:  Strain Energy Values for 25.4 µm CNT Specimens with 10mm/min Extension 

Rate 

 
 
 

CNT Specimen 
Strain Energy (J)

0.050

0.047

0.048
Average: 0.049
St. Dev: 0.002
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Table 12: Strain Energy Values for 25.4 µm CNT Specimens with 400mm/min Extension 
Rate 

 
 
 

The average strain energy that was computed for the CNT Mylar specimens at the 

10 mm/min extension rate was approximately 0.04859 J.  For the 400 mm/min extension 

rate, the strain energy for the CNT was approximately 0.0540 J, which is about 1.13 

times greater than that of the energy calculated at 10 mm/min.  

 
Wrinkle Suppression Specimens:  The wrinkle suppression stand was designed to 

minimize the effects of out of plane wrinkling in the Mylar test specimens, and to see 

what kind of results would be generated when there was minimal wrinkling in the 

uniaxial tests.   

Only the 25.4 µm Mylar was tested to show the effects of the wrinkle 

suppression.  SENT specimens with crack length a = 3.175 mm were tested since the 

SENT specimens resulted in the most out of plane wrinkling due to the non-symmetric 

nature of the specimen.  A loading or extension rate of 10 mm/min was used.  A load vs. 

displacement graph for comparing SENT specimens with and without the wrinkle 

suppression can be seen in Figure 51.  All other load vs. displacement and stress vs. strain 

graphs can be seen in Appendix G.   

CNT Specimen 
Strain Energy (J)

0.056
0.054
0.052

Average: 0.054
St. Dev: 0.002
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Figure 51:  Load - Displacement Comparison for Failure of 25.4 µm SENT Mylar 
Specimens with and without Wrinkle Suppression  

 
The dashed lines represent the data for the SENT specimens without the wrinkle 

suppression, and the solid lines represent the data for the SENT specimens with the 

wrinkle suppression.   

Strain energies were computed and then compared to values of regular SENT 

specimens.   

 

 

 

 
Table 13 shows values for strain energy for the SENT specimens with the wrinkle 

suppression compared to the values of strain energy for the SENT specimens without the 

wrinkle suppression.   
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Table 13:  Strain Energy Values for 25.4 µm SENT Specimens with and without Wrinkle 

Suppression  

  

SENT Specimens 
with Wrinkle 

Suppression  Strain 
Energy (J) 

SENT 
Specimens w/o 

Wrinkle 
Suppression 

Strain Energy 
(J) 

  0.123 0.065 
  0.122 0.074 
  0.107 0.066 
  0.120 0.071 
  0.115 0.073 

Average: 0.118 0.070 
St. Dev: 0.007 0.004 

 

The average strain energy that was computed for the SENT Mylar specimens with 

wrinkle suppression was 0.118 J and for the SENT Mylar specimens without the wrinkle 

suppression, approximately 0.070 J.  By adding the wrinkle suppression stand and thus 

reducing the severity of the out of plane wrinkling, the energy required to tear the 

specimen is increased by 172%.   

Drop / Impact Tests 

 
 

Drop / impact tests were performed on the 25.4 µm Mylar and 12.7 µm Kapton 

using the test equipment listed in Chapter 3.  The energy required to tear the two 

materials were calculated using the potential energy equation and recorded in an Excel 

spreadsheet.  As mentioned previously, undamaged or virgin sheets, center-notched 

sheets, and center-notched sheets with ultrasonic crack-tip blunting were done at both 
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room temperature and sub-zero temperatures.  The center-notch was held to consistent 

length of 2a = 6.35 mm, or a = 3.175 mm for all drop sheets.  The ultrasonically treated 

sheets had a hole diameter of d = 3.175 mm.     

Room Temperature Drop / Impact Tests  

All tabularized results for the room temperature drop / impact tests for the Mylar 

can be seen in Appendix H.1 and Appendix H.2 for the Kapton.  The mass of the drop 

dart was calculated and recorded in grams.  The height was the distance between the 

center of the sheets and the center of mass of the drop dart.  Using the potential energy 

equation, the energy to tear each specimen was computed.  The energy required to tear 

the Mylar sheets for the unnotched specimens, center-notched specimens, and center-

notched specimens with ultrasonic treatment were approximately 4.926 J, 0.070 J, and 

0.745 J, respectively.  The ultrasonically treated center-notched specimens took 

approximately 10.72 times the energy to tear the Mylar sheets than the untreated center-

notched specimens.  A summary of the data can be seen in Table 14.   

 

Table 14:  Summary of Room-Temperature Drop Test Results for the 25.4 µm Mylar 
Specimens 

 
 

The energy required to tear the 12.7 µm thick Kapton sheets for the unnotched 

specimens, center-notched specimens, and center-notched specimens with ultrasonic 

Fracture Energy (J)
Unnotched 4.926

Center-Notched 0.070

Center-Notched with 
Ultrasonic Treatment

0.745
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treatment were approximately 0.691 J, 0.009 J, and 0.083 J, respectively.  The 

ultrasonically treated center-notched specimens took approximately 9.22 times the energy 

to tear the Kapton sheets than the untreated center-notched specimens.  A summary of the 

data can be seen in Table 15. 

 

Table 15: Summary of Room-Temperature Drop Test Results for the 12.7 µm Kapton 
Specimens 

 
 
 

Cold Temperature Drop / Impact Tests  
 

The same specimens were used in the cold temperature drop tests as in the room 

temperature tests.  Everything was held as consistent as possible so that the results from 

the cold temperature tests would reveal the loss in material strengths due the cold 

temperature.  The tables of results for the cold temperature drop / impact tests for the 

Mylar can be seen in Appendix H.3 and Appendix H.4 for the Kapton. 

The energy required to tear the Mylar sheets at the cold temperature for the 

unnotched specimens, center-notched specimens, and center-notched specimens with 

ultrasonic treatment were approximately 3.284 J, 0.0324 J, and 0.4425 J, respectively.  

The ultrasonically treated center-notched specimens took approximately 13.64 times the 

energy to tear the Mylar sheets than the untreated center-notched specimens.  A summary 

of the data can be seen in Table 16.       

Fracture Energy (J)
Unnotched 0.691

Center-Notched 0.009

Center-Notched with 
Ultrasonic Treatment

0.083
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Table 16:  Summary of Cold-Temperature Drop Test Results for the 25.4 µm Mylar 
Specimens 

 
 

The energy required to tear the Kapton sheets at the cold temperature for the 

unnotched specimens, center-notched specimens, and center-notched specimens with 

ultrasonic treatment were approximately 0.633 J, 0.0084 J, and 0.079 J, respectively.  The 

ultrasonically treated center-notched specimens took approximately 9.51 times the energy 

to tear the Kapton sheets than the untreated center-notched specimens.  A summary of the 

data can be seen in Table 17.       

 
Table 17:  Summary of Cold-Temperature Drop Test Results for the 12.7 µm Kapton 

Specimens 

  

  

Fracture Energy (J)
Unnotched 0.328

Center-Notched 0.032

Center-Notched with 
Ultrasonic Treatment

0.443

Fracture Energy (J)
Unnotched 0.633

Center-Notched 0.008

Center-Notched with 
Ultrasonic Treatment

0.079
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DISCUSSION 
 

Calibration Results 

 
 

As mentioned previously, to check the validity of the Instron’s results, several 

tests were performed to ensure accuracy.  The spring stiffness comparison was a good 

way to ensure that the data for load vs. displacement being output from the Instron was 

valid.  Accurate load vs. displacement data was key in calculating the strain or fracture 

energy for the uniaxial tensile tests by numerically integrating the area under the curve.  

Accurate data meant accurate results.   The reason why it was necessary to ensure that the 

Instron was producing trustworthy values, was because not a lot of published data on the 

tearing of thin polymer membranes exists.  Since there was no data to double check the 

fracture energy values, the values obtained needed to be correct. 

The second check used to validate the accuracy of the Instron was in tearing of 

Reynolds Heavy Duty Aluminum Foil.  Since the maximum or ultimate strength of the 

aluminum foil was the only piece published data, the ultimate strength of the material 

was tested.  When calculating stress vs. strain from the Instron’s output of load vs. 

displacement, the geometry of the tested specimens was needed to convert the data.  

These tests were a good check to make sure that proper stress and strain values were 

being transformed from the load and displacement data.  Stress was converted by 

dividing the instantaneous load by the specimen’s original cross-sectional area.  The 

cross sectional area of the specimen was the specimens width multiplied by its thickness.  

The strain was calculated by dividing the instantaneous displacement by the specimen’s 
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original gauge length.  These were obviously simply conversions, but validating that the 

transformation could be done accurately was important.  As expected the Instron was 

outputting accurate results, and therefore could be used to test the Mylar.   

Essential Work of Fracture Results 

 
 
 The importance of the essential work of fracture (EWF) method was to be able 

calculate an intrinsic property for a thin ductile membrane using simple experimental 

techniques.  For an intrinsic property to truly be an intrinsic property, it must not have 

any geometric dependence.  DENT specimens were tested for all three thicknesses of 

Mylar; 25.4 µm, 50.8 µm, and 76.2 µm.  By testing all three separate thicknesses of 

Mylar, the values obtained would show whether or not that the value obtained for the 

fracture energy was truly intrinsic or not.   

As expected, the specific essential work of fracture (we) is indeed an intrinsic 

property, since the test results for the three separate thicknesses of Mylar yield almost 

identical results.  The essential work of fracture is in fact a material property of the Mylar 

and is equal to 37.0 kJ/m2. 

The EWF method has been widely developed over the years, and is used to 

calculate the fracture energy for various thin, ductile materials.  The reason this study was 

so novel is due to the fact that the tear properties for thin Mylar have not really been 

explored by others.  This tear energy value is extremely important in the development of 

structures designed out of thin Mylar, such as solar sails, thermal control membranes, 

space insulation, etc.  One main design tool for these structures is the use of finite 
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element analysis.  As mentioned previously, a main objective of this study was to be able 

to obtain a material property for Mylar that could be used in finite element modeling.  

This research into the essential work of fracture for Mylar also led into a separate 

publication by the author [31].    

The value derived for the specific essential work of fracture can be directly input 

into any finite element code to help simulate real life properties for this material.  

Experimental work was key in developing material properties used in many finite 

element programs to give material property values to the models.  Without 

experimentally developing material properties, finite element models that accurately 

depict real life scenarios would not exist.  In a complimentary effort, work was performed 

by Dr. Kyeongsik Woo [3] using ABAQUS finite element code to predict tearing in thin 

polymer sheets, which incorporated the specific essential work of fracture value derived 

in this study. 

Effects of Membrane Wrinkling 

As stated before, thin membranes cannot handle any compressive or shear stresses 

in the transverse direction when loaded in the longitudinal direction or visa versa.  The 

inability of the thin membranes to handle these stresses results in buckling or “wrinkling” 

of the material.  The out-of-plane wrinkling of the thin Mylar did not seem to play as 

great of a roll in affecting the results for the EWF method as predicted.  The prediction 

was that the wrinkling of the material would create a complex stress state at the crack tip 

and would propagate the crack in a mixed-mode manner, i.e. a mix of Mode I and Mode 

II crack propagation.  When loaded, regardless of the local wrinkling around the crack, 
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the material seemed to constantly orientate itself so the crack propagation was solely in a 

Mode I fashion.  The consistency of the results from test to test could be explained by 

both the idea that the cracks propagated uniformly in a Mode I behavior and also the 

symmetric geometry of the DENT specimens regardless of the magnitude of the wrinkles 

formed.  For each thickness and for each ligament length, three separate specimens were 

tested to ensure consistency of results, i.e. for the 50.8 µm Mylar, three specimens were 

tested for L = 2.54 mm, three specimens for L = 5.08 mm, and so forth. Figure 52 shows 

the symmetric nature of the local wrinkle around the crack for a DENT specimen. 

 
Figure 52:  Symmetric Wrinkling of a DENT Specimen 

                                   
To show how the wrinkling of a thin membrane can affect the consistency of 

results in a test, three load-displacement graphs for a single-edge notched tensile (SENT) 

specimen were compared to those of a DENT specimen. These results can be seen in 

Figure 53 and Figure 54.  Both SENT and DENT specimens were 76.2 µm thick Mylar.  

76.2 µm thick Mylar was chosen because it was the easiest material thickness to handle.  

(If these SENT specimens showed large variations in results due to the wrinkling effects, 

then the 25.4 µm and 50.8 µm thick Mylar should definitely show variations).  SENT 
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specimens were prepared in a similar fashion to the DENT specimens; gauge length, Z = 

63.5 mm, width, b = 25.4 mm, and single-edge cut length, a = 3.175 mm.  The DENT 

specimens chose for comparison were those with ligament length, L = 12.7 mm, because 

one edge notch length is equal to 3.175 mm.   

 

 
 

Figure 53:  Load - Displacement Curves for Failure in 76.2 µm SENT Mylar Specimens 
with Single Edge Notch, a = 3.175 mm.  Extension Rate of 10mm/min was used. 

 

 
 

Figure 54:  Load - Displacement Curves for Failure in 76.2 µm DENT Mylar Specimens 
with Ligament Length, L = 12.7 mm.  Extension Rate of 10mm/min was used. 
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When comparing the two graphs, one can see that SENT specimens show 

significant variation in the maximum load and maximum extension values.  This is 

believed to be a combined result of the unpredictability of the wrinkle formation in the 

specimen as well as the non-symmetry of the SENT specimens.  When a wrinkle forms, 

the stress field is reconfigured locally around the crack tip, and the crack prorogates.  The 

same wrinkles form in the DENT specimens, but the only difference between them is that 

the DENT specimens are symmetric about the vertical midline.  The DENT results show 

much cleaner and consistent data giving almost identical values for max load and max 

extension among the three specimens. 

As noted from the results section, a wrinkle suppression stand was constructed to 

provide another method used to analyze the effects of membrane wrinkling.  SENT 

specimens were tested in the 25.4 µm Mylar, since that thickness Mylar and that notched 

specimen produced the most out of plane deformation / wrinkles.  The results for the 

averaged calculated strain or fracture energy for the SENT specimens with the wrinkle 

suppression was approximately 0.118 J.  The averaged result for the SENT Mylar 

specimens without wrinkle suppression was approximately 0.068 J.  The increase in 

energy required to tear the specimen was approximately 172%. 

This increase is most easily described by the fact that without the wrinkling there 

is less of a complex stress state located directly at the crack-tip.  This decrease in 

localized stress around the crack-tip directly correlates to increase in energy required to 

tear the specimen.  By getting rid of, or even minimizing the out-of-plane wrinkles that 
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present themselves when the membranes are loaded, the integrity of the material will 

increase.         

 
Effects of Loading Rate and Gauge Length 
 
 

Effects of Loading Rate.  A loading rate of 10 mm/min was chosen for all DENT 

tests, and a majority of all other tests performed in this study for that matter.  For the 127 

mm long specimens, this was equivalent to a strain rate of 0.0787 mm/mm/min.  In a 

study by Pegoretti et al. [32], they determined the effect of strain rate on the essential 

work of fracture parameters for a 50 µm low-density polyethylene/butane copolymer.  

They showed that for loading rates between 10 mm/min and 1 m/s yielded nearly 

identical specific essential work of fracture values.  For loading rates higher than 1 m/s, 

values were significantly different, due to effects of brittle fracture.  At high loading 

rates, the DENT specimens run the risk of instantaneous brittle fracture.  At brittle 

fracture, results are invalid, since the essential work of fracture is based on ductile tearing 

and stable crack propagation.  At slow loading rates, visco-elastic effects cannot be 

neglected, and the specific work of fracture equation becomes more complicated.  

Equation 1 might now become: 

  (8) 
 

   where Wv is the energy dissipated due to visco-elasticity. 

Hashemi [33] also performed essential work of fracture studies regarding effects 

of loading rates, and concluded that a crosshead speed range of 2–50 mm/min was 

appropriate for PBT/PC films.  In a paper by Kocsis and Czigany [34], they determined 
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the range of loading rates for biaxially-oriented polyethylene terephthalate film (Mylar) 

to be in the range of 1 and 20 mm/min.  Above that yielded brittle fracture results, and 

below that involved visco-elasticity effects.  Thus for this experiment, a loading rate was 

chosen within the range.  

 
Effects of Gauge Length.  The effect that the gauge length played on the 

specimens was also tested in this study.  As mentioned in the Chapter 3, specimens were 

tested at various gauge lengths, Z.  Specimens gauge lengths Z = 25.4 mm, 63.5 mm, and 

127 mm were tested, and their results compared.  When looking at the load vs. 

displacement graphs for the various tests, it is evident that the shorter specimens seemed 

to fail in more of a ductile manner when compared to the longer specimens.  The ductile 

failure of the shorter specimens is shown by looking at the shape of the load vs. 

displacement graph.  The slope of the curve after the material has yielded  is gradual, and 

steady (as seen in Figures 53 and 54).    When looking at the load vs. displacement graph 

for the longer specimens at the point in which the material yields the slope drops off 

fairly quick (as seen in Figure 51).  The shorter specimens also exhibited less wrinkling 

than the longer specimens.   

The idea that the longer specimens seem to fail in more of a brittle manner can be 

explained by the energy released at failure.  The longer specimens tended to develop 

more wrinkles, storing more energy within the material.  When the material hit its critical 

load limit, the energy was instantaneously released, resulting in more of a brittle failure.   

The shorter specimens would slowly release the stored energy, resulting in a more 

gradual, ductile failure.  This idea that the longer specimens tend to fail in more of a 
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brittle manner, has also been studied by Mai et al. [8].  So when testing these materials, 

the specimens gauge length is critical in ensuring that the results for ductile tearing are 

accurate.  Even though the longer gauge length specimens (Z = 127 mm) seem to fail in 

more of a brittle manner than the shorter gauge length specimens (Z = 25.4 mm, and 63.5 

mm), all specimen gauge lengths tested in this study fit in the allowable range stated by 

Mai et al [8].  Therefore this being said, all results could be trusted. 

 

Self-Healing Results 

 
 

The other main objective of this study was to analyze the possibility of self-

healing with these thin polymeric membranes.  Due to the thin nature of the materials 

being tested, actual healing of the damaged area was nearly impossible, and therefore a 

crack-tip blunting method was used.  Thicker polymers are much easier to heal since 

there is enough bulk material that when ultrasonically treated, the material can re-melt 

and easily flow into the damaged area.  Analysis of self-healing with these thicker 

polymers was studied by fellow Master’s student, Steffan Francischetti [30].  A great deal 

of the work done with the ultrasonic transducer was a joint effort between the author and 

Steffan, in healing these damaged polymers. 

Room Temperature Results 
 

In analyzing the possibility of self-healing with the Mylar and the Kapton, both 

drop test results and Instron test results will be looked at separately. Looking at the drop 

or impact tests first; when both the Mylar and Kapton drop test specimens were healed, 

two holes were blasted at both crack-tip locations of the center-notched specimens.  The 
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placements of the holes were varied to see how critical hole placement was.  When the 

hole was not placed directly at the crack-tip, it allowed the crack to propagate into the 

hole.  Results were almost identical whether the hole was placed directly at the crack-tip 

or 6.35 mm away from the crack.   

By ultrasonically healing the Mylar, the fracture energy is increased from 0.070 J 

to 0.745 J, a 1072% increase.  A depiction of the various fracture energies can be seen in 

Figure 55.  Note that these are not the actual load vs. displacement curves.  The shape 

was chosen arbitrarily and simply conveys the differences in fracture energies.   

Likewise for the Kapton, the fracture energy increased dramatically from the 

damaged specimens to the healed specimens.  The fracture energy values were 0.009 J for 

the damaged specimens and increased to 0.083 J for the healed specimens.  This is a 

922% increase in energy required to tear the Kapton.  

 

 
 

Figure 55:  Depiction of Fracture Energy for Various Drop Tests 
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 Similar increases in fracture energy, or area under the load vs. displacement 

curves present themselves with the Instron tests as well.  To analyze self-healing effects, 

SENT specimens were tested with and without healing to compare.  25.4 µm, 50.8 µm, 

and 76.2 µm Mylar was tested using the Instron as compared to only testing the 25.4 µm 

Mylar in the drop tests.  Holes were made with both a circular hole punch and the 

ultrasonic transducer in the same fashion as they were made in the drop test specimens.  

Similarly, hole placement was checked by adjusting the placement of the hole in location 

to the crack tip.  Again, nearly identical results presented themselves when analyzing the 

fracture energies for both cases.  By healing the Mylar SENT specimens with both the 

hole punch and the ultrasonic transducer, the fracture energy again increased 

dramatically.   

The reason the hole punch was used, was firstly to determine whether or not 

healing could be done on the Mylar specimens by blunting the crack tip.  Secondly, the 

hole punch was used to show the possible increases in energy required to tear the material 

when a perfect circle was created at the crack tip.  Because the ultrasonic probe locally 

melted the Mylar, creating a perfectly circular hole was not possible.  To see the 

differences of what the inside edges of the circular hole looked like for both the hole 

punch and ultrasonically healed specimens, a microscope was used.  When viewing the 

circular hole punched specimen under the microscope, a very clean cut hole presented 

itself.  This clean hole allowed for the stress to be evenly distributed around the perimeter 

of the hole when the crack propagated into it.  For the 25.4 µm Mylar, a 735% increase in 

energy required to tear the Mylar occurred when the circular hole punch was used to heal 
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the material.  Likewise, 754% and 718% increases with the 50.8 µm and 76.2 µm healed 

Mylar, respectively. 

When viewing the ultrasonically healed specimens under the microscope, the 

inside edge of the hole was quite jagged and sharp.  The roughness of the edge was more 

dramatic for the 25.4 µm Mylar specimens, and less dramatic for the 50.8 µm Mylar 

specimens, and even less dramatic for the 76.2 µm Mylar specimens.  The rough edge 

created areas of high stress after the crack had propagated into it, explaining why the hole 

punched specimens had greater tear energies.  Regardless, the ultrasonic crack tip 

blunting method does in fact work to dramatically increase the energy required to tear the 

damaged Mylar.   

For the 25.4 µm Mylar, a 328% increase in energy required to tear the Mylar 

occurred when ultrasonically healing the material.  Likewise, 396% and 320% increases 

with the 50.8 µm and 76.2 µm healed Mylar, respectively.  The reason why the increase 

was not as high as compared to the drop tests is because by ultrasonically healing the 

SENT specimens, the load bearing area of the 25.4 mm wide specimens is reduced more 

dramatically than the larger drop test specimens.  By ultrasonically healing the center-

notched drop test specimens, the load bearing area is not reduced as much.  The increases 

in the healed Instron specimens are still quite significant. 

Cold Temperature Results 
 

In a similar manner to the room temperature tests, cold temperature tests were 

performed using the drop test setup.  These tests would show the effects that the sub-zero 

temperatures play on the integrity the two polymeric membranes, Kapton and Mylar.  
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Since these thin membrane structures are going to be implemented into a space 

environment, cold-temperature analysis is essential.  In designing these space structures 

analysis at room temperatures are very important as well, but the behaviors of the 

material at sub-zero temperatures is more important, especially since the self-healing will 

be performed in in these cold conditions.   

 Unnotched, center-notched, and center-notched self-healed 25.4 µm Mylar 

specimens and 12.7 µm Kapton specimens were tested at the sub-zero temperatures and 

compared to those at room temperatures. Table 18 shows the tabularized data comparing 

the fracture energy values for the room temperature and cold temperature tests for the 

25.4 µm Mylar.  

 

Table 18:  Comparison of Fracture Energy Values for Cold Temperature and Room 
Temperature Drop Tests for 25.4 µm Mylar Specimens 

  

Room 
Temperature 

Fracture Energy 
(J) 

Cold Temperature 
Fracture Energy (J) 

% Reduction from 
Room Temp. to Cold 

Temp.  

Unnotched  4.926 3.284 33.32% 

Center-Notched    
(2a = 6.35mm) 

0.070 0.032 53.32% 

Center-Notched 
with Ultrasonic 

Treatment         
(2a = 6.35mm) 

0.745 0.443 40.62% 

 

 A drastic reduction in material strength resulted when exposing the Mylar 

specimens to the sub-zero temperature conditions.  When exposed to these temperatures 

the Mylar goes from behaving quite ductile to behaving brittle.  The far right column in 
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Table 18 shows the percent reduction in energy required to tear the Mylar for the room 

temperature to the cold-temperature drop tests.  The notched specimens have the greatest 

reduction in energy.  When subjected to the cold temperatures the energy required to tear 

the center-notched Mylar is reduced to over 50% of the energy at room temperature.  One 

can see why knowing how a material behaves at cold-temperatures is so crucial.  As seen 

from the table, the ultrasonic healing approach resulted in promising values as well.     

  Now back to the realm of self-healing; the same ultrasonic healing techniques 

used in the room temperature tests were used in the sub-zero temperature tests.  As 

expected, the amount of energy required to tear the Mylar specimens increased after 

healing had been performed.  The cold temperature drop test showed that the energy 

required to tear the Mylar was approximately 0.745 J, a 1364% increase from the non-

healed specimen.  This again shows that by healing the damaged material, a huge 

increase in tear resistance can be expected. 

 Unnotched, center-notched, and center-notch self-healed 12.7 µm Kapton 

specimens were also tested at sub-zero temperatures.  Table 19 shows the tabularized data 

comparing the fracture energy values for the room temperature and cold temperature tests 

for the 12.7 µm Kapton.    
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Table 19:  Comparison of Fracture Energy Values for Cold Temperature and Room 
Temperature Drop Tests for 12.7 µm Kapton Specimens 

  

Room 
Temperature 

Fracture Energy 
(J) 

Cold Temperature 
Fracture Energy (J) 

% Reduction from 
Room Temp. to Cold 

Temp.  

Unnotched  0.691 0.633 8.35% 
Center-Notched    
(2a = 6.35mm) 

0.009 0.008 9.03% 

Center-Notched 
with Ultrasonic 

Treatment         
(2a = 6.35mm) 

0.083 0.079 5.29% 

 

 Again, the fracture energy increased dramatically from the damaged specimens to 

the healed specimens.  The fracture energy values were 0.008 J for the damaged 

specimens and increased to 0.079 J for the healed specimens.  This is a 988% increase in 

energy required to tear the Kapton.  Also seen from the results in the table, the decrease 

in material strength and ability to resist fracture for the Kapton is not as drastic as seen in 

the Mylar.  The fracture energy of the Kapton (energy required to tear or rupture the 

specimen) is only reduced a maximum of 9% when subjected to the colder temperatures.  

This small reduction is why Kapton is used so widely in space applications.  Kapton has a 

very wide range of temperatures range in which it remains stable, and therefore the 

reductions in strengths when exposed to the colder temperatures are minimal when 

compared to the results for the Mylar.  

 For both the cold temperature and room temperature tests (drop tests and Instron 

tests), as the material is healed, a huge increase in ability to resist fracture presents itself.  

This is due to the time-tested practices of crack-tip blunting.  By blunting the crack, in 
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our case ultrasonically punching a hole at the crack-tip, the stress riser located directly at 

the crack tip is reduced dramatically.  Thus, the sharper the crack, the higher the stress 

concentration located at the crack tip.  Therefore, by creating a hole at the crack tip, the 

localized stress is greatly reduced.  The round hole allows for the stress to be distributed 

evenly throughout the hole, mitigating any major stress concentrations.      

Drop / Impact Test Results vs. Instron Test Results 

   
As mentioned previously, a correlation wanted to be made between results 

obtained from the Instron tests to the results from the drop tests.  The drop test set up is 

much more portable and less time consuming than the Instron tests.  When comparing the 

results for room temperature drop test to the room temperature Instron tests for the Mylar, 

a slight correlation somewhat presents itself, even though the tests are two separate beasts 

all together.  Due to the instantaneous impact of the drop tests, a fast loading rate was set 

on the Instron to try and emulate the drop test loading rate.  Due to limitations on the 

Instron, a maximum loading rate of 400 mm/min was all that could be chosen, compared 

to the 3.235 m/s or 194,100 mm/min equivalent loading rate of the drop tests.   

After performing numerous unnotched tensile tests on the Instron at various 

loading rates, we see that the fracture energy actually increases as loading rate increases, 

as seen in Table 3.  The lowest value for the fracture energy is 5.526 J at the 1 mm/min 

loading rate, and the highest value of 8.359 J at the 400 mm/min loading rate.  Recall that 

most of the tests performed in this study on the Instron machine were at a loading rate of 
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10 mm/min to keep a consistent value.  The value for the fracture energy at the 10 

mm/min loading rate is 6.869 J.     

When comparing the 400 mm/min loading rate for the unnotched Instron test to 

the results from the drop tests, we see that the value for the fracture energy is actually 

greater in the Instron tests than those of the drop tests, as seen in Table 18. 

 

Table 20: Results Comparing Unnotched Specimen Fracture Energy Values (J) for the 
400 mm/min Loading Rate of the Instron to the Drop Test 

 

 
 Looking at the values in Table 18, there was quite a difference between the 

fracture energy values between the two separate tests, a 69.8% difference to be exact.  

Now, when looking at the slow extension rate of 1 mm/min Instron test results, there is 

only a 12.11% error, a much better value for trying to show a correlation between the two 

tests.  The large percent difference between the faster loading rate of the Instron and the 

drop test could have obviously came about from experimental error as well.  One source 

of error that is evident with all the tests is in the actual testing of Mylar.  Because the 

material is so thin, any improper handling or strain to the material will affect the results.  

For the Instron, errors in the result could also be due to load-line misalignment, where the 

grips aren’t pulling perfectly parallel to the material.  This non-parallel tensile load can 

cause a moment to present itself within the material causing premature failure.  Other 

Fracture 

Energy (J)

Unnotched Instron 
Test (400 mm/min)

8.359

Unnotched Drop Test 4.926
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factors such as membrane wrinkling, and actually manufacturing defects are also 

possibilities for errors, but those errors would hold true for all tests in this study.   

 The errors in the drop test could be from the actual accuracy of the drop test 

equipment.  Energy is calculated using the mass of the drop dart (errors in weighing the 

mass), and also the height of the dart above the membrane.  The height was calculated 

from the surface of the material to the center of mass of the drop dart.  The accuracy of 

the actual measured height could have affected the results as well.  With that in mind, 

careful measures were obviously taken to ensure the most accurate results.   

 The biggest source of discrepancy between the two tests is obviously the loading 

rate difference.  The equivalent loading rate of the drop tests is extremely fast (194,100 

mm/min), and could not be effectively mimicked on the Instron machine.  In another 

attempt to view any correlations, center-notched specimens were also tested using both 

setups.   

 When comparing the center-notched specimens for both the drop tests and Instron 

tests, we see an opposite trend, in which the values for fracture energy are greater for the 

drop tests, as seen in Table 21.  A 22.30% difference exists between the two separate 

tests.           
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Table 21:  Results Comparing Center-Notched Specimen Fracture Energy Values (J) for 
the 400 mm/min Loading Rate of the Instron to the Drop Test 

 Fracture 
Energy (J) 

CNT Specimen 
Intrson Test 

(400 mm/min) 
0.054 

Center-
Notched Drop 

Test 
0.07 

 

The reason for the fracture energy of the drop test to be greater than that of the 

Instron test could be because the actual load bearing area for the Instron specimen is 

much less.  This is also the reason why a CNT specimen with ultrasonic healing was not 

tested in the Instron.  If two holes were placed at each crack-tip of the CNT specimen in 

the Instron, too much area would be removed, and the load bearing area would be greatly 

reduced, resulting in premature failure.  

Finally, all results from the Instron tests (SENT with and without wrinkle 

suppression, DENT, CNT), will be compared to the drop test results for the 25.4 µm 

Mylar.  Table 22 summarizes the results for the fracture energy values (J), for each of the 

separate tests.   
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Table 22: Results Comparing Instron Tear Test Results to Drop Test Results 

 
 

From the table, the average energy (tear energy) value for the SENT specimens 

with wrinkle suppression is 0.117 J, and 0.068 J without wrinkle suppression.  The 

energy value for the DENT specimen is 0.065 J, which is lower than the SENT specimen 

energy value.  The energy values for the CNT specimen with a loading rate of 10 

mm/min is 0.048 J and 0.054 J for the CNT specimen with a loading rate of 400 mm/min.  

Finally, the energy values for the center-notched drop test specimens was 0.070 J at room 

temperature and 0.032 J at sub-zero temperature.   

The fracture energy values for the SENT specimens without wrinkle suppression 

closely match the values for the DENT specimens.  The SENT specimens only have 

slightly higher values than the DENT specimens, even though one might expect the 

values to differ more dramatically.  The CNT specimens have the lowest energy values, 

and as mentioned previously they do not match up with the center-notched drop test 

specimens, as hoped for.   

When looking at the three Instron tests, the load bearing area for the SENT 

specimens is greatest in comparison to the other two types of specimens, which helps 

explain why the fracture energy values are the greatest.   These higher fracture energy 

With Wrinkle 
Suppression

Without Wrinkle 
Suppression

10 mm/min 
Loading Rate

400 mm/min 
Loading Rate

0.123 0.065 0.066 0.05 0.056 0.070 0.032

0.122 0.074 0.065 0.047 0.054 0.070 0.032
0.107 0.066 0.063 0.048 0.052 0.070 0.032

Average 0.117 0.068 0.065 0.048 0.054 0.070 0.032

Instron SENT Fracture Energy 
Values (a = 3.175 mm, 10 mm/min 

Loading Rate)

Instron DENT Fracture 
Energy Values         

(L = 12.7 mm, a = 3.175 
mm, 10 mm/min Loading 

Rate)

Instron CNT Fracture Energy 
Values (2a = 6.35 mm, a =3.175 

mm

Room Temp. Center-
Notched Drop Test 

Energy Values       
(2a = 6.35 mm, a = 

3.175 mm)

Cold Temp. Center-
Notched Drop Test 

Energy Values       
(2a = 6.35 mm, a = 

3.175 mm)
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values can also be explained by looking at the plastic zones for the three separate 

specimens, as seen in Figure 56 .  

 

 

Figure 56: Plastic Zone Comparison Between SENT, DENT, and CNT Specimens 

 
As seen in Figure 56, the SENT specimens have the smallest plastic zones when 

compared to both the DENT and CNT specimens.  The DENT specimens have plastic 

zones at the tips of both edge notches, which superimpose onto each other to create one 

large plastic zone in the middle of the specimen.  The CNT specimens have two plastic 

zones, one on either side of the center notch.  So when looking at the fracture energy 

values, one could see why the values are greatest for the SENT specimens (one plastic 

zone), and smallest for the CNT specimens (two plastic zones interacting with the sides 

of the specimen).    
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Two possible explanations why the fracture energy values for the SENT 

specimens are only slightly higher than the DENT specimens are due to load-line 

misalignment and the anti-symmetric nature of the SENT specimens.   As mentioned 

previously, if the Instron’s grips are not pulling perfectly parallel to the specimen, a 

moment can present itself due to this misalignment.  This moment would eventually lead 

into premature failure of the SENT specimens.  The other explanation is that the SENT 

specimens are not symmetric about the vertical centerline, like the DENT specimens.  

This non-symmetric nature creates more drastic wrinkles in the material, allowing for 

higher stresses to develop at the crack-tip. 

 When looking at the fracture energy values between the DENT and CNT 

specimens, the DENT specimens have higher fracture energy values when compared to 

the CNT specimens.  Even though the load bearing area is the same for both specimens 

the fact that both specimens are symmetric about the vertical centerline, the CNT 

specimens have much smaller fracture energy values.  When testing these specimens, the 

Mylar would tend to wrinkle in the center of the specimen, as if it were trying to orientate 

itself into a wire.   This being said, the majority of the load carrying area was based in the 

center of the specimen.  Because the CNT specimens were cut in the center, the majority 

of that load baring material was removed, whereas the DENT specimens still had the 

center material intact.  Therefore, the CNT specimens would fail prematurely when 

compared to the DENT specimens, due to the notch being in the center of the material.    

Finally, when looking at the values for the SENT, DENT, and CNT Instron 

specimens and comparing them to the center-notched drop test specimens, the closest 
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values to the drop test results are the SENT and DENT fracture energy values.  Even 

though the values are similar between the DENT and SENT specimens and the drop test 

specimens, it is hard to make a definite correlation between the two separate tests.  After 

analyzing the unnotched specimens for both the Instron and the drop tests and seeing 

such scattered results, it is hard to conclude that both tests could be used interchangeably 

in characterizing tearing properties for a thin membrane.         

In reality these are two very different tests, and even though a correlation could 

possibly be manipulated out of the data, it might be wishful thinking.  The ease of testing 

and portability of the drop test set up was so much easier than the Instron tests, and it 

could have been very powerful to obtain an actual correlation between them.  Now 

recalling the actual application of these thin polymeric structures in which impact damage 

is common, the drop tests might, in fact be the correct test to perform on the thin 

membranes being used in space applications.  The usefulness of the Instron tests came 

with actually deriving a material property for the Mylar, which was extremely novel and 

key for design of these structures. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

Conclusions 

 
 

A better understanding of the tear behaviors of Mylar is achieved through this study 

by experimentally deriving material properties, and observing theses ductile membranes 

in the lab.   The specific essential fracture work (we) has been shown through this study to 

be a material property for the tearing of thin ductile Mylar.  By conducting a series of 

tests on DENT specimens for three different thicknesses of Mylar (25.4 µm, 50.8 µm, 

and 76.2 µm), it was proven that the specific essential work of fracture did not depend on 

material geometry and was solely dependent on the material being tested, see Table 23 

for values.  As previously described, the specific fracture work was comprised of two 

separate components; the essential work of fracture, or the work to form the neck and 

initiate tearing, and the non-essential work of fracture, or the work to tear the neck.  The 

value for we for the tearing of ductile Mylar can better help define its material behavior, 

and can be used for analytical solutions or finite element models for validation and design 

purposes of thin polymeric structures.   

 

Table 23:  Specific Essential Work of Fracture Values for Various Thicknesses of Mylar 

Thickness, h (µm) we (kJ/m2) 
25.4 37.027 
50.8 36.974 
76.2 36.853 
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 The self-healing approach has also been shown to increase the material’s overall 

resistance to tearing.  Damaged Mylar and Kapton specimens were created and tested 

until failure to give values for strain or fracture energy (areas under the load vs. 

displacement curves), and then compared to values obtained from healed specimens.  

Healed specimens involved using an ultrasonic transducer to essentially blunt the crack-

tip on the damaged specimens.  By blunting the crack-tip, the material’s ability to resist 

tearing increased dramatically.  Increase in strain or fracture energies of up to 1300% 

were seen in the healed Mylar specimens in comparison to the non-healed specimens, and 

likewise an increase of around 950% for the Kapton specimens.  Therefore, it can be 

concluded that by healing the damaged specimens the integrity of the material is 

increased dramatically.   

 The reason for using the ultrasonic transducer to heal the specimens was due to 

the alternate use of the transducers, which is in flaw detection.  Using time-reversed 

acoustic, damages within a structure can be determined and then healed with the same 

tool.  The ultrasonic transducer sends out a broad homing signal that simply looks for 

damages or flaws within the material.  When the signal is received, the specific location 

of a crack is known.  Then by simply increasing the power and localizing the ultrasonic 

pulse to the known location of a crack, the material can be healed. 
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Future Work 

 

 Other work that could be done to help round out this specific study, or work that 

this study could potentially help validate would be in performing a detailed finite element 

analysis on the tearing of thin ductile Mylar.   The various tear tests that were performed 

in this study, i.e. DENT tests, SENT tests, SENT tests with healing, etc… could be 

reproduced using the finite element method.   The experimental results could help 

validate the finite element results and visa versa.  As mentioned previously, the finite 

element modeling of these thin polymers in tearing is extremely difficult, but being able 

to accurately recreate how these materials behave in the finite element realm would be 

extremely useful in the design of these structures.  As mentioned previously, some work 

has already been explored by Woo [3] in applying the results from this study to various 

finite element models.    

 Another area for work is in applying the wrinkle suppression stand to a number of 

the other Instron test specimens, such as the DENT, CNT, and unnotched specimens.  

The wrinkle suppression stand was only used on the SENT specimens in this study, so 

determining the effects of membrane wrinkling on these other test specimens might bring 

about some more insight regarding these wrinkling behaviors.  The wrinkle suppression 

stand can also be used in conjunction with digital image correlation (DIC) to see the 

strain field in the test specimens when loaded.  A little work has already been done by the 

author with an ARAMIS DIC, but the out of plane wrinkles presented a problem in loss 

of data.  SENT specimens were tested without the wrinkle suppression stand.  ARAMIS 

results can be seen in Appendix I.     
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The final area for work is in the tearing of biological membranes.  Some work has 

been done, and is currently being done by the author and an undergraduate student Kevin 

Bangen [28], in applying the essential work of fracture method in the tearing of 

biological tissue to determine the tear properties for pig skin.  The better understanding of 

how biological tissue behaves in tearing is crucial in applications such as sutures and 

suture pull out.  Biological tissue is also a self-healing material, so being able to recreate 

these biological membranes and apply them to real life structures would be an incredible 

feat.   
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Appendix A.1:  Spring Calibration Results  
 

Table 24:  Data Comparing Published Spring Constant value of k = 0.86 lbf/in. to 
Calculated “k” Values 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spring 1

 Published k1 = 0.86 (lbf/in.)

Test #
Determined k 
value (lbf/in)

1 0.822
2 0.819
3 0.825
4 0.823
5 0.820

Average: 0.822
St. Dev: 0.002

% St. Dev. 
From Average 0.281
% Error from 
Given value k 

value
4.45%
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Table 25:  Data Comparing Published Spring Constant value of k = 0.71 lbf/in. to 
Calculated “k” Values 

 

  

Spring 2

 Published k2 = 0.71 (lbf/in.)

Test #
Determined k 
value (lbf/in)

1 0.690
2 0.692
3 0.690
4 0.688
5 0.688

Average: 0.690
St. Dev: 0.002

% St. Dev. 
From Average 0.259
% Error from 
Given value k 

value
2.72%
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Table 26:  Data Comparing Published Spring Constant value of k = 1.50 lbf/in. to 
Calculated “k” Values 

 

  

Spring 3

 Published k3 = 1.5 (lbf/in.)

Test #
Determined k 
value (lbf/in)

1 1.434
2 1.437
3 1.439
4 1.438
5 1.438

Average: 1.437
St. Dev: 0.002

% St. Dev. 
From Average 0.121
% Error from 
Given value k 

value
4.23%
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Appendix A.2:  Reynolds Heavy Duty Aluminum Foil Results  
 
 

Table 27:  Results for Ultimate Stress for Reynolds Heavy Duty Aluminum Foil 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Sample
Extension Rate 

(mm/min)

Strain Rate 

(mm/mm/min)

Strain at 

Failure 

(m/m)

Max Stress 

(Pa)

1 0.5 0.004 0.040 7.60E+07

2 0.5 0.004 0.040 7.79E+07

3 1.0 0.008 0.034 8.19E+07

4 1.0 0.008 0.036 8.20E+07

5 2.0 0.016 0.035 7.93E+07

6 2.0 0.016 0.034 8.13E+07

7 5.0 0.039 0.033 7.90E+07

8 5.0 0.039 0.035 7.75E+07

9 10.0 0.079 0.031 7.93E+07

10 10.0 0.079 0.032 8.08E+07

11 10.0 0.079 0.031 8.05E+07

12 10.0 0.079 0.031 8.12E+07

13 10.0 0.079 0.032 7.99E+07

Average ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 0.034 7.97E+07

Standard Deviation ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 0.003 1.74E+06

% St. Dev from Average ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 8.66% 2.18%

% From Average 

Published Reynolds 

Value

‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 3.25%
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Appendix A.3:  Sample Images of Tearing in an Unnotched Reynolds Aluminum Foil 
Specimen  
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APPENDIX B 

 
 

UNNOTCHED MYLAR SPECIMENS - INSTRON RESULTS 
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Appendix B.1:  25.4 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens 
 
 

 
 

Figure 57:  Stress - Strain Curves for Failure of 25.4 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens 
with Varying Extension Rates. 

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 58: Load - Displacement Curves for Failure of 25.4 µm Unnotched Mylar 
Specimens with 25.4 mm Gauge Length. 
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Figure 59:  Load - Displacement Curves for Failure of 25.4 µm Unnotched Mylar 
Specimens with 63.5 mm Gauge Length. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 60:  Stress - Strain Curves for Failure of 25.4 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens 
with 25.4 mm Gauge Length. 
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Figure 61: Stress - Strain Curves for Failure of 25.4 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens 
with 50.8 mm Gauge Length. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 62: 25.4 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens Elastic Modulus Comparison. 
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Appendix B.2:  50.8 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens 
 
 

 
 

Figure 63:  Stress - Strain Curves for Failure of 50.8 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens 
with Varying Extension Rates. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 64:  Load - Displacement Curves for Failure of 50.8 µm Unnotched Mylar 
Specimens with 25.4 mm Gauge Length. 
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Figure 65:  Load - Displacement Curves for Failure of 50.8 µm Unnotched Mylar 
Specimens with 63.5 mm Gauge Length. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 66:  Stress - Strain Curves for Failure of 50.8 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens 
with 25.4 mm Gauge Length. 
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Figure 67:  Stress - Strain Curves for Failure of 50.8 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens 
with 63.5 mm Gauge Length. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 68: 50.8 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens Elastic Modulus Comparison. 
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Appendix B.3:  76.2 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens 
 
 

 

Figure 69:  Load - Displacement Curves for Failure of 76.2 µm Unnotched Mylar 
Specimens with 25.4 mm Gauge Length. 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 70:  Load - Displacement Curves for Failure of 76.2 µm Unnotched Mylar 
Specimens with 63.5 mm Gauge Length. 
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Figure 71:  Stress - Strain Curves for Failure of 76.2 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens 
with 25.4 mm Gauge Length. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 72:  Stress - Strain Curves for Failure of 76.2 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens 
with 63.5 mm Gauge Length. 
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Figure 73:  76.2 µm Unnotched Mylar Specimens Elastic Modulus Comparison. 
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APPENDIX C 

 
 

ESSENTIAL WORK OF FRACTURE METHOD / DENT MYLAR SPECIMENS – 
INSTRON RESULTS 
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Appendix C.1:  25.4 µm DENT Mylar Specimen EWF Results 
 
 

 
 

Figure 74:  Load - Displacement Curves for Failure of 25.4 µm DENT Mylar Specimens. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 75:  Stress - Strain Curves for Failure of 25.4 µm DENT Mylar Specimens. 
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Table 28:  Data for 25.4 µm Mylar EWF Method 

 
 
 

Table 29:  Continued Data for 25.4 µm Mylar EWF Method 

Ligament 
Length 
(mm) 

Ligament 
Length (m) L∙h (m2) WT (kJ) 

wT 
(kJ/m2) 

0 --- --- --- 37.03 
2.54 0.00254 6.452E-08 1.133E-05 52.55 
5.08 0.00508 1.290E-07 3.106E-05 86.90 
7.62 0.00762 1.935E-07 6.014E-05 101.85 

10.16 0.01016 2.581E-07 9.588E-05 118.88 
12.7 0.0127 3.226E-07 1.416E-04 143.23 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 76:  Total Specific Work of Fracture (wT) vs. Ligament Length, L for 25.4 µm 
Mylar DENT Specimens 

Ligament 
Length (mm)

Elongation 
(%)

Strain @ 
Failure 

(mm/mm)
Max Load 

(N)
Max Stress 

(Pa)

0 --- --- --- ---
2.54 0.477 0.005 6.103 9.46E+06
5.08 0.695 0.007 11.928 1.85E+07
7.62 1.000 0.010 22.481 3.48E+07
10.16 1.285 0.013 28.895 4.48E+07
12.7 1.455 0.015 36.895 5.72E+07
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Appendix C.2:  50.8 µm DENT Mylar Specimen EWF Results 
 
 

 
 

Figure 77:  Load - Displacement Curves for Failure of 50.8 µm DENT Mylar Specimens. 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 78:  Stress - Strain Curves for Failure of 50.8 µm DENT Mylar Specimens. 
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Table 30:  Data for 50.8 µm Mylar EWF Method 

 
 

 
Table 31:  Continued Data for 50.8 µm Mylar EWF Method 

Ligament 
Length 
(mm) 

Ligament 
Length (m) L·h  (m2) WT (kJ) 

wT 
(kJ/m2) 

0 --- --- --- 36.97 
2.54 0.00254 6.452E-08 1.133E-05 52.75 
5.08 0.00508 1.290E-07 3.106E-05 87.45 
7.62 0.00762 1.935E-07 6.014E-05 105.65 

10.16 0.01016 2.581E-07 9.588E-05 120.55 
12.7 0.0127 3.226E-07 1.416E-04 144.56 

 
 

 
 

Figure 79:  Total Specific Work of Fracture (wT) vs. Ligament Length, L for 50.8 µm 
Mylar DENT Specimens 

Ligament 
Length (mm)

Elongation 
(%)

Strain @ 
Failure 

(mm/mm)
Max Load 

(N)
Max Stress 

(Pa)

0 --- --- --- ---
2.54 0.641 0.006 15.379 1.19E+07
5.08 0.982 0.010 25.137 1.95E+07
7.62 1.288 0.013 38.025 2.95E+07
10.16 1.495 0.015 47.101 3.65E+07
12.7 1.752 0.018 58.525 4.54E+07
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Appendix C.3:  76.2 µm DENT Mylar Specimen EWF Results 
 

 

Figure 80:  Load - Displacement Curves for Failure of 76.2 µm DENT Mylar Specimens. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 81:  Stress - Strain Curves for Failure of 76.2 µm DENT Mylar Specimens. 
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Table 32:  Data for 76.2 µm Mylar EWF Method 

 
 

Table 33:  Continued Data for 76.2 µm Mylar EWF Method 

Ligament 
Length 
(mm) 

Ligament 
Length (m) L·h (m2) WT (kJ) 

wT 
(kJ/m2) 

0 --- --- --- 36.85 
2.54 0.00254 1.935E-07 1.133E-05 58.55 
5.08 0.00508 3.871E-07 3.106E-05 80.25 
7.62 0.00762 5.806E-07 6.014E-05 103.57 

10.16 0.01016 7.742E-07 9.588E-05 123.85 
12.7 0.0127 9.677E-07 1.416E-04 146.34 

 

 

Figure 82:  Total Specific Work of Fracture (wT) vs. Ligament Length, L for 76.2 µm 
Mylar DENT Specimens 

Ligament 
Length (mm)

Elongation 
(%)

Strain @ 
Failure 

(mm/mm)
Max Load 

(N)
Max Stress 

(Pa)

0 --- --- --- ---
2.54 0.932 0.009 25.477 1.32E+07
5.08 1.093 0.011 33.899 1.75E+07
7.62 1.576 0.016 54.890 2.84E+07
10.16 1.923 0.019 72.690 3.76E+07
12.7 2.336 0.023 93.431 4.83E+07
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Appendix C.4:  Sample Images of Tearing in a DENT Mylar Specimen  
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APPENDIX D 

 
 

SINGLE EDGE-NOTCHED TENSILE (SENT) MYLAR SPECIMENS - INSTRON 
RESULTS 
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Appendix D.1:  25.4 µm SENT Mylar Specimens 
 
 

 
 

Figure 83:  Load - Displacement Curves for Failure of 25.4 µm SENT Mylar Specimens. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 84: Stress - Strain Curves for Failure of 25.4 µm SENT Mylar Specimens. 
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Appendix D.2:  50.8 µm SENT Mylar Specimens 
 
 

 
 

Figure 85:  Load - Displacement Curves for Failure of 50.8 µm SENT Mylar Specimens. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 86:  Stress - Strain Curves for Failure of 50.8 µm SENT Mylar Specimens. 
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Appendix D.3:  76.2 µm SENT Mylar Specimens 
 
 

 
 

Figure 87:  Load - Displacement Curves for Failure of 76.2 µm SENT Mylar Specimens. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 88:  Stress - Strain Curves for Failure of 76.2 µm SENT Mylar Specimens. 
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APPENDIX E 

 
 
SINGLE EDGE-NOTCHED TENSILE (SENT) MYLAR SPECIMENS WITH CRACK-

TIP BLUNTING - INSTRON RESULTS  
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Appendix E.1:  25.4 µm SENT Mylar Specimens with Crack-Tip Blunting 
 
 

 
 

Figure 89:  Load - Displacement Comparison for Failure of 25.4 µm Mylar SENT 
Specimens With and Without Crack-Tip Blunting. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 90: Stress - Strain Comparison for Failure of 25.4 µm Mylar SENT Specimens 
With and Without Crack-Tip Blunting. 
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Appendix E.2:  50.8 µm SENT Mylar Specimens with Crack-Tip Blunting 
 
 

 
 

Figure 91:  Load - Displacement Comparison for Failure of 50.8 µm Mylar SENT 
Specimens With and Without Crack-Tip Blunting. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 92:  Stress - Strain Comparison for Failure of 50.8 µm Mylar SENT Specimens 
With and Without Crack-Tip Blunting. 
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Appendix E.3:  76.2 µm SENT Mylar Specimens with Crack-Tip Blunting 
 
 

 
 

Figure 93:  Load - Displacement Comparison for Failure of 76.2 µm Mylar SENT 
Specimens With and Without Crack-Tip Blunting. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 94:  Stress - Strain Comparison for Failure of 76.2 µm Mylar SENT Specimens 
With and Without Crack-Tip Blunting. 
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Appendix E.4:  25.4 µm, 50.8 µm, and 76.2 µm SENT Mylar Specimens with and 
Without Ultrasonic Crack-Tip Blunting Comparison 
 
 

 
 

Figure 95:  Load - Displacement Comparison for Failure of 25.4 µm, 50.8 µm, and 76.2 
µm Mylar SENT Specimens With and Without Ultrasonic Crack-Tip Blunting. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 96:  Stress -Strain Comparison for Failure of 25.4 µm, 50.8 µm, and 76.2 µm 
Mylar SENT Specimens With and Without Ultrasonic Crack-Tip Blunting. 
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Table 34:  Fracture Energy Values for Non- Ultrasonic Treated SENT Specimens 

 
 
 

Table 35:  Fracture Energy Values for Ultrasonic Treated SENT Specimens with e = 0 
mm. 

 
 
 
Table 36:  Fracture Energy Values for Ultrasonic Treated SENT Specimens with e = 6.35 

mm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fracture Energy for 
25.4 μm Specimen (J) 

Fracture Energy for 
50.8 μm Specimen (J) 

Fracture Energy for 
76.2 μm Specimen (J) 

No US 0.065 0.168 0.335
0.074 0.162 0.373
0.066 0.174 0.376

Average: 0.068 0.168 0.361
St. Dev: 0.005 0.006 0.023

Fracture Energy for 
25.4 μm Specimen (J) 

Fracture Energy for 
50.8 μm Specimen (J) 

Fracture Energy for 
76.2 μm Specimen (J) 

US (e = 0 mm) 0.207 0.591 1.135
0.222 0.663 1.119
0.242 0.740 1.211

Average: 0.224 0.665 1.155
St. Dev: 0.017 0.074 0.049

Fracture Energy for 
25.4 μm Specimen (J) 

Fracture Energy for 
50.8 μm Specimen (J) 

Fracture Energy for 
76.2 μm Specimen (J) 

US (e = 6.35 mm) 0.234 0.690 1.160
0.223 0.633 1.131
0.235 0.660 1.156

Average: 0.231 0.661 1.149
St. Dev: 0.007 0.028 0.016
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APPENDIX F 

 
 
CENTER-NOTCHED TENSILE (CNT) MYLAR SPECIMENS - INSTRON RESULTS  
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Appendix F.1:  25.4 µm CNT Mylar Specimens (10mm/min Loading Rate) 
 
 

 

Figure 97:  Load - Displacement for Failure for 25.4 µm CNT Specimens with Extension 
Rate of 10mm/min. 

 
 
 

 

 

Figure 98: Stress - Strain for Failure for 25.4 µm CNT Specimens with Extension Rate of 
10mm/min. 
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Appendix F.2:  25.4 µm CNT Mylar Specimens (400mm/min Loading Rate) 
 

 
 

Figure 99:  Load - Displacement for Failure for 25.4 µm CNT Specimens with Extension 
Rate of 400mm/min. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 100: Stress - Strain for Failure for 25.4 µm CNT Specimens with Extension Rate 

of 400mm/min. 
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APPENDIX G 

 
 

SINGLE EDGE-NOTCHED TENSILE (SENT) MYLAR SPECIMENS WITH 
WRINKLE SUPPRESSION STAND – INSTRON RESULTS  
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Appendix G.1:  25.4 µm SENT Mylar Specimens with Wrinkle Suppression Stand 
 

 

 

Figure 101:  Load - Displacement for Failure of 25.4 µm SENT Mylar Specimens with 
Wrinkle Suppression  

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 102:  Stress - Strain for 25.4 µm for Failure SENT Mylar Specimens with Wrinkle 
Suppression  
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Figure 103:  Load - Displacement Comparison for Failure of 25.4 µm SENT Mylar 
Specimens with and without Wrinkle Suppression  

          

 

 

 

Figure 104:  Stress - Strain Comparison for Failure of 25.4 µm SENT Mylar Specimens 
with and without Wrinkle Suppression  
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APPENDIX H 

 
 

DROP / IMPACT TEST RESULTS 
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Appendix H.1:  Room Temperature Drop / Impact Tests for 25.4 µm Mylar 
 

Table 37:  Definition of Material Status 

 
   

 

 

 

 

 

Table 38:  Unnotched Specimen Drop Tests at Room Temperature for 25.4 µm Mylar. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

100%
75%
50%
25%
0%

Completely intact
Slightly damaged (dent), ok for another test
Damaged (large dent), not ok for another test
Drastically damaged
Completely torn

Status Chart:

Sample # Mass (g)
Height 

(m)
Material 

Status
Energy (J) 
Calculated 

Velocity at 
Impact (m/s) 

1 Unnotched 605.57 0.56 25% 3.344 3.32
2 Unnotched 662.37 0.56 20% 3.658 3.32
3 Unnotched 757.04 0.56 20% 4.181 3.32
4 Unnotched 832.77 0.56 15% 4.599 3.32
5 Unnotched 1021.08 0.56 0% 5.639 3.32
6 Unnotched 983.22 0.56 0% 5.430 3.32
7 Unnotched 945.35 0.56 0% 5.221 3.32
8 Unnotched 907.48 0.56 0% 5.012 3.32
9 Unnotched 891.87 0.56 5% 4.926 3.32
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Table 39:  Center-Notched Specimen Drop Tests at Room Temperature for 25.4 µm 
Mylar. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 40: Center-Notched Specimens with Ultrasonic Treatment Drop Tests at Room 
Temperature for 25.4 µm Mylar. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Sample # Mass (g)
Height 

(m)
Material 

Status
Energy (J) 
Calculated 

Velocity at 
Impact (m/s) 

1 Notched 222.26 0.56 0% 1.228 3.32
2 Notched 127.59 0.56 0% 0.705 3.32
3 Notched 74.46 0.56 0% 0.411 3.32
4 Notched 74.46 0.25 0% 0.185 2.23
5 Notched 74.46 0.20 0% 0.148 2.00
6 Notched 74.46 0.15 0% 0.111 1.73
7 Notched 74.46 0.10 0% 0.074 1.41
8 Notched 74.46 0.08 100% 0.056 1.22
9 Notched 74.46 0.09 100% 0.065 1.32
10 Notched 74.46 0.10 0% 0.070 1.37

Sample # Mass (g)
Height 

(m)
Material 

Status
Energy (J) 
Calculated 

Velocity at 
Impact (m/s) 

1 Notched_US 74.46 0.25 100% 0.185 2.23
2 Notched_US 74.46 0.56 100% 0.411 3.32
3 Notched_US 102.99 0.56 100% 0.569 3.32
4 Notched_US 121.93 0.56 100% 0.673 3.32
5 Notched_US 127.59 0.56 100% 0.705 3.32
6 Notched_US 134.93 0.56 0% 0.745 3.32
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Appendix H.2:  Room Temperature Drop / Impact Tests for 12.7 µm Kapton 
 
 
Table 41:  Unnotched Specimen Drop Tests at Room Temperature for 12.7 µm Kapton. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 42:  Center-Notched Specimen Drop Tests at Room Temperature for 12.7 µm 

Kapton . 

 

 
 

 

 

Sample # Mass (g) Height (m)
Material 

Status
Energy (J) 
Calculated 

Velocity at 
Impact (m/s) 

1 Unnotched 225.13 0.56 0% 1.243 3.32
2 Unnotched 148.22 0.56 0% 0.819 3.32
3 Unnotched 74.46 0.56 75% 0.411 3.32
4 Unnotched 93.40 0.56 50% 0.516 3.32
5 Unnotched 100.74 0.56 50% 0.556 3.32
6 Unnotched 106.40 0.56 25% 0.588 3.32
7 Unnotched 114.67 0.56 10% 0.633 3.32
8 Unnotched 122.01 0.56 5% 0.674 3.32
9 Unnotched 129.34 0.56 0% 0.714 3.32
10 Unnotched 125.05 0.56 5% 0.691 3.32

Sample # Mass (g) Height (m)
Material 

Status
Energy (J) 
Calculated 

Velocity at 
Impact (m/s) 

1 Notched 74.46 0.152 0% 0.111 1.73
2 Notched 74.46 0.051 0% 0.037 1.00
3 Notched 74.46 0.025 0% 0.019 0.71
4 Notched 74.46 0.013 100% 0.0093 0.50
5 Notched 74.46 0.015 0% 0.011 0.55
6 Notched 74.46 0.010 100% 0.007 0.45
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Table 43: Center-Notched Specimens with Ultrasonic Treatment Drop Tests at Room 
Temperature for 12.7 µm Kapton. 

 
  

Sample # Mass (g) Height (m)
Material 

Status
Energy (J) 
Calculated 

Velocity at 
Impact (m/s) 

1 Notched_US 74.46 0.56 0% 0.411 3.32
2 Notched_US 74.46 0.38 0% 0.278 2.73
3 Notched_US 74.46 0.30 0% 0.222 2.44
4 Notched_US 74.46 0.20 0% 0.148 2.00
5 Notched_US 74.46 0.13 0% 0.093 1.58
6 Notched_US 74.46 0.11 100% 0.083 1.50
7 Notched_US 74.46 0.12 0% 0.088 1.54
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Appendix H.3:  Cold Temperature Drop / Impact Tests for 25.4 µm Mylar 
 
 

Table 44: Unnotched Specimen Drop Tests at Sub-Zero Temperature for 25.4 µm Mylar. 

 

 

 

 

Table 45:  Center-Notched Specimen Drop Tests at Sub-Zero Temperature for 25.4 µm 
Mylar. 

 

 

 

 

Sample # Mass (g)
Height 

(m)
Material 

Status
Energy (J) 
Calculated 

Velocity at 
Impact (m/s) 

1 Unnotched 832.77 0.56 0% 4.599 3.32
2 Unnotched 643.43 0.56 0% 3.554 3.32
3 Unnotched 454.09 0.56 25% 2.508 3.32
4 Unnotched 548.76 0.56 15% 3.031 3.32
5 Unnotched 586.63 0.56 15% 3.240 3.32
6 Unnotched 605.57 0.56 0% 3.344 3.32
7 Unnotched 589.02 0.56 10% 3.253 3.32
8 Unnotched 600.34 0.56 0% 3.316 3.32
9 Unnotched 594.68 0.56 5% 3.284 3.32

Sample # Mass (g)
Height 

(m)
Material 

Status
Energy (J) 
Calculated 

Velocity at 
Impact (m/s) 

1 Notched 74.46 0.25 0% 0.185 2.23
2 Notched 74.46 0.20 0% 0.148 2.00
3 Notched 74.46 0.15 0% 0.111 1.73
4 Notched 74.46 0.10 0% 0.074 1.41
5 Notched 74.46 0.08 0% 0.056 1.22
6 Notched 74.46 0.06 0% 0.046 1.12
7 Notched 74.46 0.05 0% 0.037 1.00
8 Notched 74.46 0.04 100% 0.028 0.86
9 Notched 74.46 0.04 100% 0.032 0.93
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Table 46: Center-Notched Specimens with Ultrasonic Treatment Drop Tests at Sub-Zero 
Temperature. 

 

 

  

Sample # Mass (g)
Height 

(m)
Material 

Status
Energy (J) 
Calculated 

Velocity at 
Impact (m/s) 

1 Notched_US 74.46 0.25 100% 0.185 2.23
2 Notched_US 74.46 0.56 100% 0.411 3.32
3 Notched_US 95.73 0.56 0% 0.529 3.32
4 Notched_US 94.80 0.56 0% 0.524 3.32
5 Notched_US 80.12 0.56 100% 0.443 3.32
6 Notched_US 81.80 0.56 0% 0.452 3.32
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Appendix H.4:  Cold Temperature Drop / Impact Tests for 12.7 µm Kapton 
 
 

Table 47:  Unnotched Specimen Drop Tests at Sub-Zero Temperature for 12.7 µm 
Kapton. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 48: Center-Notched Specimen Drop Tests at Sub-Zero Temperature for 12.7 µm 
Kapton. 

 
 

 
 

Sample # Mass (g) Height (m)
Material 

Status
Energy (J) 
Calculated 

Velocity at 
Impact (m/s) 

1 Unnotched 148.22 0.56 0% 0.819 3.32
2 Unnotched 129.34 0.56 0% 0.714 3.32
3 Unnotched 100.74 0.56 50% 0.556 3.32
4 Unnotched 106.40 0.56 50% 0.588 3.32
5 Unnotched 122.01 0.56 0% 0.674 3.32
6 Unnotched 110.12 0.56 25% 0.608 3.32
7 Unnotched 118.35 0.56 0% 0.654 3.32
8 Unnotched 114.67 0.56 5% 0.633 3.32

Sample # Mass (g) Height (m)
Material 

Status
Energy (J) 
Calculated 

Velocity at 
Impact (m/s) 

1 Notched 74.46 0.013 0% 0.009 0.50
2 Notched 74.46 0.006 0% 0.005 0.35
3 Notched 74.46 0.008 0% 0.006 0.39
4 Notched 74.46 0.011 100% 0.0083 0.47
5 Notched 74.46 0.012 0% 0.009 0.49
6 Notched 74.46 0.011 100% 0.008 0.46
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Table 49: Center-Notched Specimens with Ultrasonic Treatment Drop Tests at Sub-Zero 
Temperature for 12.7 µm Kapton. 

 
 

  

Sample # Mass (g) Height (m)
Material 

Status
Energy (J) 
Calculated 

Velocity at 
Impact (m/s) 

1 Notched_US 74.46 0.152 0% 0.111 1.73
2 Notched_US 74.46 0.114 0% 0.083 1.50
3 Notched_US 74.46 0.076 0% 0.056 1.22
4 Notched_US 74.46 0.089 0% 0.065 1.32
5 Notched_US 74.46 0.102 0% 0.074 1.41
6 Notched_US 74.46 0.108 100% 0.079 1.45
7 Notched_US 74.46 0.114 0% 0.083 1.50
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APPENDIX I 

 
 

ARAMIS DIGITAL IMAGE CORRELATION RESULTS 
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Appendix I.1:  ARAMIS DIC Results 
 
 

 
 

Figure 105: ARAMIS Image of SENT Specimen, #1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 106:  ARAMIS Image of SENT Specimen, #2 
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Figure 107: ARAMIS Image of SENT Specimen, #5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Figure 108:  ARAMIS Image of SENT Specimen, #4 


